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In May 2003, 52 Democrats in the Texas House of Representatives left the

state in protest of a congressional redistricting bill.  Using in-depth interviews,

content analysis, documents and personal observations, this study explores the

process by which the Democrats determined the frames they would promote when

being interviewed by the media about this unprecedented event.  Legislators crafted

four frames: 1) Care about Constituents, All Texans; 2) Should be Focusing on Other

Issues; 3) Current Districts Legal; and 4) U.S. Rep. Tom DeLay’s Power

Grab/Washington-Style Politics.  Interviews with six key participants showed the

four frames were used consistently during the self-imposed exile.  The content

analysis of 217 news articles confirmed information provided by the interviewees,

and aided in understanding what frames were used in the media.  The study lends
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insight into how the Texas Democrats crafted the strategic message they presented to

the media.
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Chapter One
Introduction

May 12, 2003

As I walked into the Capitol office at 8:15 that Monday morning, I barely had

time to pop open my Diet Coke before I got a phone call from a co-worker.  In a

frantic tone, he instructed me to round up the Capitol press corps for a news

conference in the Speaker’s Committee Room at 9:30 a.m.  He told me not to tell

the individual reporters anything, which was fine since I didn’t know much at the

time.

With every conversation, I began to feel that it was not going to be a typical

day. Any “to-do” lists I had made for myself would be tossed in favor of

handling the media and its requests.  Everyone I called wanted to know if the

early reports from the San Antonio Express-News and the Associated Press were

true – that a majority of Democrats were not going to show up on the House floor

that morning.  I feigned ignorance, saying only that I was instructed to invite

them to a news conference.  While I didn’t know who would be at the news

conference, and, more importantly, where any of the state representatives were

located, I did know that at least 51 members of the House Democratic Caucus

would not be reporting to work.

On my desk was a stack of 52 letters from House members to the Voting

Clerk and Parliamentarian affirming that they would not be present at the floor
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session beginning that day and requesting that their voting machines be locked

and not unlocked until they personally returned.1 At 9:15 a.m., while my staff ran

around making copies of the letters to distribute to the media, I received a phone

call from my boss, State Rep. Jim Dunnam.  As chair of the House Democratic

Caucus, Dunnam would be regarded as the ringleader behind the Democrats’

plan to leave town.

My first question was, “Where are you?”  From what I could piece together

of earlier conversations I had overheard between Dunnam and other members

and consultants, I had figured out the members would be traveling to either New

Mexico or Oklahoma.  This had more to do with political expediency than any

particular affinity for either state.  Both New Mexico and Oklahoma have

Democratic governors, while the other two contiguous states – Arkansas and

Louisiana – have Republican ones.

Wisely he chose to ignore the question.  For what came next, it was a good

thing he hadn’t told me.  Dunnam asked me to take down a statement he wanted

me to read to the media at the news conference.  As his chief-of-staff, I would be

the one responsible for formally informing the media that at least 51 members of

the House of Representatives would not be present at the Capitol that day.

Dunnam dictated while I quickly wrote down the following words:

                                                  
1 See Appendix A for a copy of the letter.
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I was asked to be here this morning to hand out these requests by House
members regarding their voting machines this morning. That is all I know,
but it is my understanding I will be receiving a statement within the near
future.

After repeating back to him what I had written, Dunnam told me to “do a

good job.”  With that in mind, I took off running for the Speaker’s Committee

Room, located in an area adjacent to the House floor.  By now, it was after 9:30

a.m., and as I approached, I had to squeeze past reporters and House staff lined

up outside the small committee room.  Making my way to the podium, I was

overwhelmed by the number of reporters crammed into that space.  Television

cameras lined the back wall and every seat was filled.

When I reached the podium, several reporters jumped from their chairs and

placed microphones and tape recorders on the wooden stand.  It was unnerving,

but at the same time, it was quite an adrenaline rush.  After I read the statement,

it really got chaotic.  Reporters started bombarding me with questions.  I looked

over at the co-worker who had initially contacted me, trying to gauge by his

reaction if I should start answering questions or just reply, “no comment.”

Unfortunately, he wasn’t much help.  He just stared back at me with this, “Oh my

God!” look on his face.

At that moment, I wasn’t thinking that it might be imprudent of me to address

the media.  What I was thinking is that, as a former journalist who had spent

years studying the media, there was no way I could respond with “no comment”
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and the media not take away a negative connotation about what the Democrats

had done.  I was not ashamed by the actions of my boss and 50 other members,

and I didn’t want to come across that way in news reports.

So, I answered their questions.  One reporter asked me if I knew where the

members had gone.  Luckily, Dunnam never told me, especially since I’m such a

bad liar.  Another reporter asked where had Dunnam called from when he gave

me the statement to read.  I told him that he had called from his cell phone.  The

Capitol phones have caller identification.  The reporter then asked what the area

code was for the cell phone.  This is an example of one of those questions that

reporters ask when they aren’t thinking.  I told him that the area code showed up

as 254 (Central Texas), but that I doubted that Dunnam was in Waco (where he

lives).

After a few more exchanges, I was asked what I thought about the members

leaving.  Did I think it was a cowardly thing to do?  I paused for a moment.  I had

to answer this question with no ambiguity.  I had to be straightforward, sincere,

and, above all, coherent.  As the first face for this event, I knew whatever I said

would set the frame for the first news stories until the Democrats were

discovered.

I told the reporters that I believed the members were courageous, principled

men who were risking everything to take a stand for their constituents.  They
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believed their actions were necessary to counter a process they felt was unfair.

And I believed what they were doing was the right thing for Texas.

That ended the impromptu Q and A session.  Several reporters came up to me

afterwards and said that I had done a good job, especially since I had been

thrown into the situation without any preparation.

When I got back to the office, all three phone lines were lit up, and every

time one person would hang up one line, the phone would ring again a few

seconds later.  In the first 30 minutes after the news conference, I fielded calls

from WBAP Radio in Dallas, the Houston Chronicle, the Dallas Morning News,

the Bryan-College Station Eagle, the Waco Tribune Herald, the Austin

American-Statesman, the Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg News, KTVT-TV in

Dallas, CNN and Fox News.

Redistricting

      Texas House Democrats stunned the world when they climbed on board two

buses in Austin and traveled about 300 miles to Ardmore, Okla.  The Democrats

took the unexpected road trip in protest of a bill on the legislative calendar that

they believed had no business being on the agenda.  Their absence would be felt

in Austin, since the rules require 100 of the 150 members of the Texas House of

Representatives to establish a quorum.

It was already shaping up to be one of the most contentious legislative

sessions in Texas history.  The Republicans, who for the first time in 130 years
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controlled the Texas House of Representatives, were pursuing their legislative

goals with little input from Democrats.  With 88 GOP members, plus a few

Democrats, the Republican leadership didn’t need to bother compromising with a

majority of the 62 Democrats to pass legislation such as tort reform and a bare-

bones budget.  For example, during tort reform, a Democratic member would lay

out an amendment and argue in favor of it.  Without a debate, the Republican

sponsor of the bill would request the members table the amendment, or, in other

words, reject it.

One Republican member was sitting at her desk knitting.  When the bell

rang to vote, she would reach across to press the green, or “yes,” button without

dropping a stitch.  She told one Democratic member who looked at her stupefied

that she wasn’t listening to the members offering amendments because it didn’t

matter to her what they had to say.

In all fairness, the Democrats, who had never been the minority party,

were going through some growing pains of their own.  They were not content

with their minority status.  For example, during the same tort reform discussion,

Democrats offered more than 200 amendments as a stalling tactic.  They believed

the longer the bill was on the House floor before it passed, the less time available

to pass it in the Senate before the session ended June 2.

Needless to say, there was no love lost between Republicans and

Democrats.  For many Democrats, however, congressional redistricting was the
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last straw.  In all the legislation passed contrary to their principles, the Democrats

accepted their losses.  But this was different.  Redistricting is a process that

occurs every 10 years right after the U.S. Census.  In 2001, the Democratically

controlled House passed a congressional redistricting map that was rejected by

the Republican-controlled Senate.

Since the Legislature failed to pass a new map, the responsibility shifted to a

three-judge federal panel.  They took the map approved in 1991, made a few

changes since Texas had gained two additional seats due to population growth,

and presented it to the state as its congressional map for the next 10 years.

Republicans challenged the map in court, but it was upheld by both the

Department of Justice and the U.S. Supreme Court.

After the 2002 state elections, Republicans controlled all the statewide offices

as well as the Texas House and Senate.  In February 2003, the Republican chair

of the House Redistricting Committee requested a formal opinion from the

Republican Attorney General as to whether the Legislature could redistrict

congressional seats since it had failed to meet its constitutional obligation during

the previous session.  In mid-March, the Attorney General ruled that the

Legislature could, but was not required to, redistrict its 32 congressional seats.

With the opinion in hand, the Redistricting Committee held a hearing April

10 and a hearing each day from May 2 to May 6.  During the six Austin hearings,

the public testified about the idea of redistricting, since the map kept changing
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and witnesses had no opportunity to digest the new map prior to their comments.

While Democrats balked at the committee chair’s refusal to hold hearings

throughout Texas, the Republican committee members approved a map for which

no public testimony had been provided.  A few days later, it was placed on the

Major State Calendar for May 12.
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Chapter Two
Theory

Texas is known for its flamboyant politics. “Remember the Alamo” isn’t just

spoken by Texans.  But this was different.  No one in Texas – or in any other

state, for that matter – had ever seen anything like it.

And neither had the media.  Armed with cameras, tape recorders and

notepads, journalists milled around the grounds at the Holiday Inn in Ardmore,

waiting for information from the members as to what their next move might be.

For four days, 50 reporters and cameramen created a media circus the likes of

which the legislators – and certainly the little town – had never witnessed.

For their part, the Democratic members had not anticipated the worldwide

interest in their run across the border.  Just a few days before, three Democratic

leaders were going through the pros and cons of leaving Texas.  Not only were

they figuring out the best way to sell it to the other members whom they needed

on the bus, they were discussing the best way to present it to the media.  The

three Democrats realized they needed to provide the media with the reasons why

they broke quorum.  In essence, they wanted to frame the issue for the media.

Framing Theory

The concept of framing was first explored in Goffman’s seminal work.  He

defined a frame as “the principles of organization which govern events – at least
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social ones – and our subjective involvement in them.”2  Generally, he found that

framing involves the organization and packaging of information.  From that

beginning, researchers have examined various aspects of news frames and

framing, but so far have been unable to agree on one universally accepted

definition of the theory.  Entman defined framing as the ability to select certain

aspects of an event and make them more salient within a news report, but doing

so in such a way “as to promote a particular problem definition, causal

interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation.”3  Similarly,

Hertog and McLeod suggested that framing defines the context for an event,

determining the relevance of available information,4 while Iyengar referred to

framing as a “contextual cue that may profoundly influence decision outcomes.”5

Tankard, Hendrickson, Silberman, Bliss, and Ghanem proposed the following

definition in a 1991 paper presented to the Association for Education in

Journalism and Mass Communication:

A frame is a central organizing idea for news content that supplies a
context and suggests what the issue is through the use of selection,
emphasis, exclusion, and elaboration.6

                                                  
2 E. Goffman, Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience, New York: Harper and
Row, 1974, pp. 10-11.
3 R. Entman, “Framing toward clarification of a fractured paradigm,” Journal of Communication,
1993, 43(4), p. 52.
4 J. Hertog and D. McLeod, “Anarchists wreak havoc in downtown Minneapolis: A multi-level study
of media coverage of radical protest,” Journalism Monographs, June 1995, 151, p. 4.
5 S. Iyengar, Is Anyone Responsible?, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991, p. 11.
6 J.W. Tankard, L. Hendrickson, J. Silberman, K. Bliss, and S. Ghanem, “Media frames: Approaches
to conceptualization and measurement,” Paper presented to the Association for Education in
Journalism and Mass Communication, Boston, MA, 1991, p. 11.
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Despite the lack of a singular definition, framing remains a theory that

researchers in various disciplines continue to poke and probe for answers to societal

questions.  In the prologue of a recent book on framing, Reese contended that

framing is an exercise in power, especially as it regards our understanding of the

political world.7 He wrote that:

Framing is concerned with the way interests, communicators, sources,
and culture combine to yield coherent ways of understanding the
world, which are developed using all of the available verbal and
visual symbolic resources.8

Expounding on what Reese had written, Dorfman (2003) argued that frames

are powerful because they promote some interpretations while hindering others – and

readers/viewers aren’t even aware.  “Frames create tracks for a train of thought,” she

wrote. “Once on that track, it’s hard to get off.”9

News Sources

The idea that sources can be instrumental in framing issues for the media and the

public has been around since Lippmann wrote Public Opinion in 1922.  Not that he

used the actual word “framing,” but in one passage, he spoke about the power of

sources, pointing out their natural advantages.

It is, therefore, easier for them to secure attention and to speak in a
convincing tone. But also they have a very great deal of control over

                                                  
7 S. Reese, “Prologue – Framing Public Life: A Bridging Model for Media Research,” in S. Reese, O.
Gandy, Jr., and A. Grant, Framing Public Life: Perspectives on Media and Our Understanding of the
Social World, Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2001, p. 9.
8 Reese, p. 10.
9 L. Dorfman, “Studying the News on Public Health: How Content Analysis Supports Media
Advocacy,” American Journal of Health Behavior, 2003, 27 (Suppl 3), p. S220.
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the access to the facts.  Strategically placed…the official finds himself
deciding more and more consciously what facts, in what setting, in
what guise he shall permit the public to know.10

A half-century later, while studying the relationship between reporters and

their government sources, Sigal noted that  “[e] ven when the journalist is in a

position to observe an event directly, he remains reluctant to offer interpretations

of his own, preferring instead to rely on his news sources.  For the reporter, in

short, most news is not what has happened, but what someone says has

happened.”11

     Two Approaches

Over the next few years, studies were published that took a close look at

framing, including the role of news sources in the production of media content.

Different studies have concluded in varying degrees that news sources contribute

to the framing process.  Much of the research can be divided into two

approaches: journalist-centered and source-centered.  Journalist-centered studies

contend that the individual journalist determines what the frame will be for a

particular news story.  This journalist does not operate in a vacuum, however.

Framing is influenced by organizational or structural factors under which the

journalist works, or even the individual characteristics of the reporter.  But in the

end, it is the journalist who has control over the frame used to tell the story.

                                                  
10 W. Lippmann, Public Opinion, New York, Macmillan, 1922, p. 158.
11 L. Sigal, Reporters and Officials: The Organization and Politics of Newsmaking, Lexington, Mass:
D.C. Heath, 1973, p. 69.
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Conversely, the source-centered studies contend that news sources, given

their unique positions of power in government or society, determine how a news

story concerning them will appear in the media.  Of course, these sources do not

have complete control since they are not the ones sitting at the computer writing

the article.  But they can successfully frame the event or issue by providing the

reporters with only the information they want to read in the newspaper or view

on television.  News sources also have an advantage by playing to the media’s

routines, such as providing copy before deadline, persons to interview and quote,

and new information for updates.

Journalist-Centered Studies

      Journalist-centered studies include Tuchman’s often-cited examination of

reporters at work. Through a sociologist’s lens, Tuchman analyzed how frames

are created by observing news workers and their environment.  While Tuchman

acknowledged that reporters rely on sources for news content, she thought editors

and reporters were the ones who searched for frames to organize every day

reality into stories the public could understand.12

Two years later, Gitlin introduced framing to mass communication studies in

his classic examination of how an American television network trivialized a

major student political movement during the 1960s.  He defined media frames as

“persistent patterns of cognition, interpretation, and presentation, of selection,

                                                  
12 G. Tuchman, Making News, New York: The Free Press, 1978, p. 193.
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emphasis, and exclusion, by which symbol-handlers routinely organize

discourse”13 As a major player in the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)

during the Vietnam War, Gitlin knew from personal experience what the student

movement tried to convey to the media as it attempted to frame the discussion of

war in news reports and, subsequently, among the public.

Scheufele created a process model of framing, identifying four key processes

that he believed should be addressed in future research.14  The first, and the one

that has the most salience for this report, is frame building.  The key question in

frame building is what kinds of organizational or structural factors of the media,

or which individual traits of journalists, can impact the framing of news content.

Borrowing from Shoemaker and Reese’s work on influences on media content,

Scheufele suggested at least three potential sources of influence.  The first source

was journalist-centered influences while the second one was organizational

influences.  The third source was external sources such as political actors,

authorities, interest groups and other elites.  Frames suggested by these groups

may be adopted by journalists and incorporated in their coverage of an issue or

event.15

                                                  
13 T. Gitlin, The Whole World is Watching, Berkley, CA: University of California Press, 1980, p. 7.
14 D. Scheufele, “Framing as a Theory of Media Effects,” Journal of Communication, 1999, 49, pp.
103-122.
15 Scheufele, p. 116.
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Examining media coverage of nuclear power, Gamson and Modigliani16

suggested that media discourse might be thought of as “media packages” that try

to make sense of relevant events and issues.  By using metaphors, catchphrases

or other symbolic devices, the package presents the core frame in a shorthand

that makes it easy to add new information over time.17  Drawing on the “media

packages” idea, Lepre, Walsh-Childers and Chance18 observed that, generally,

“[T] hese devices are brought into an article through the use of sources: who is

interviewed, what is quoted directly, how often an individual is quoted and

fairness of sides represented.”19

In his study comparing Chinese and US newspaper coverage of NATO air

strikes on Kosovo, Yang looked at the sources used by selected newspapers in

the two countries and how they might affect the frames found in the coverage.20

He discovered that the dominant sources in the Chinese news reports were

Chinese and Russians, and the dominant sources in the US news reports were

Americans and NATO.  The use of these sources subjected the news content of

both newspapers to a very limited range of information, opinions and points of

                                                  
16 W.A. Gamson and A. Modigliani, “Media discourse and public opinion on nuclear power: A
constructionist approach,” American Journal of Sociology, 1989, 95, pp. 1-37.

17 Gamson and Modigliani, pp. 3-4.
18 C. Lepre, K. Walsh-Childers, and J. Chance, “Newspaper Coverage Portrays Managed Care
Negatively,” Newspaper Research Journal, Spring 2003, 24(2), pp. 6-21.
19 Lepre, Walsh-Childers, and Chance, p. 8.
20 J. Yang, “Framing the NATO Air Strikes on Kosovo Across Countries,” Gazette: The International
Journal for Communication Studies, 2003, 65(3), pp. 231-249.
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view and may have resulted in the substantial differences in frames found in the

two sets of papers.21

In a recent study of how the news media frame policy discourse, Callaghan

and Schnell regard the media as gatekeepers, advocates, and interpreters of

political themes and information when they decide which political players’

messages they will highlight in their articles.22  From the political players’

perspective, when crafting their strategic message, they must remember that

success requires careful negotiation with the media.23

      Source-Centered Studies

There is little doubt that the media are involved in the framing process.  The

question is to what degree is the involvement.  In his book, Political Language,

Edelman pointed out that “authorities and pressure groups categorize beliefs in a

way that marshals support and opposition to their interests.”24  These sources use

the media to construct reality for the public, establishing frames of reference

through their influence.

Around the same time, Gans presented a somewhat similar view.25

Journalists were seen as more reliant on their sources for constructing frames.

While Gans did not go so far as to say that sources completely control the frames

                                                  
21 Yang, p. 244.
22 K. Callaghan and F. Schnell, “Assessing the Democratic Debate: How the News Media Frame Elite
Policy Discourse,” Political Communication, 2001, 18, pp. 183-212.
23 Callaghan and Schnell, p. 187.
24 M. Edelman, Political Language, New York: Academic Press, 1977, p. 51.
25 H. Gans, Deciding What’s News, New York: Patheon, 1979.
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used by journalists, he did suggest that the relationship between the media and

sources was more of a partnership based on sources making stories accessible to

journalists, and, in return, journalists making news accessible to the audience.

Taking from Gans’ earlier work, Neuman, Just and Crigler created a

constructionist model of communications that emphasizes the idea that all key

players in the process engage in the construction of reality.26  Sources interpret

news for reporters by framing their information in a way that satisfies their goals.

Journalists then reconstruct reality for the audience, taking into account their

organizational constraints, professional judgments and audience expectations.

Finally the individual reader constructs a version of reality based on personal

experience, interaction with peers, and interpretation of media reports.27

In his book, News: The Politics of Illusion, Bennett observed that public

officials often succeed in controlling all the key elements of a news story by

carefully preparing the messages ahead of time.28  The goal, he offered, is to

control information pertinent to the unfolding real-life political drama and

thereby control the content of the news stories written about it.

Another major element to controlling the media content is the sources’

relationships to reporters.  Most newsmakers strive to maintain cooperative

relations with the media by scheduling press conferences and issuing releases at

                                                  
26 W.R. Neuman, M. Just, and A. Crigler, Common Knowledge: News and the Construction of
Political Meaning, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992.
27 Neuman, Just, and Crigler, pp. 119-120.
28 W.L. Bennett, News: Politics of Illusion (4th ed.), New York: Longman, Inc., 2001, p. 129.
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times convenient for making deadlines, and offering exclusive interviews to

friendly reporters.29

Continuing along the theme of the press’ dependence on sources, Zaller noted

there is reason to believe that the press is to a considerable degree dependent on

subject matter specialists, including government officials, in framing and

reporting the news.30  The positions of elite political actors in and out of

government define key parameters in discussion and thought for media and

citizens.

After examining the interplay between President Bush and key members of

his administration and the news media between Sept. 11 and Oct. 7, 2002,

Billeaudeaux, Domke, Hutcheson and Garland found that the administration

messages influenced the editorials in The New York Times and Washington

Post.31  Specifically, they wrote, “our analysis of Bush administration

communications about the war on terrorism is consistent with a growing body of

scholarship that suggests contemporary political leaders craft their public

language and communications with the goal to create, control, distribute and use

mediated messages as a political resource.”32

                                                  
29 Bennett, p. 139.
30 J. Zaller, The Nature and Origins of Mass Opinion, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992,
p. 315.
31 A. Billeaudeaux, D. Domke, J. Hutcheson, and P. Garland, “Newspaper Editorials Follow Lead of
Bush Administration,” Newspaper Research Journal, Winter 2003, 24(1), pp. 166-184.
32 Billeaudeaux, Domke, Hutcheson, and Garland, p. 180.
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In her look at news coverage of public health, Dorfman not only discussed

the power of frames, but encouraged public health advocates and researchers to

be better spokespeople for their cause.33  She wrote that these sources can’t have

an impact on the coverage of crime and violence as a public health issue if

journalists don’t know they exist, they can’t find spokespeople when they need

them, or advocates don’t respond to their requests for information in a timely

manner.  Advocates’ availability as experts or alternative voices prior to deadline

can help shape the coverage and put violence into its proper context.34

Domke, Watts, Shah & Fan studied the relationship between media frames

and elite political strategy.35  Previously, framing analyses have been used to

illustrate the existence of bias within the media.  Claims of liberal media bias

have been reported with increasing frequency in the presidential elections of

1988, 1992, and 1996.  Domke and his colleagues discovered that conservative

claims of liberal media bias were more likely to appear when Republican

candidates were receiving favorable coverage in the press. The researchers

theorized that since favorable coverage indicates that conservatives and their

allies were able to exercise greater control over their party’s media image, it

made sense for them to push their advantage by challenging the press.  Thus,

                                                  
33 Dorfman, p. S221.
34 Dorfman, p. S222.
35 D. Domke, M. Watts, D. Shah, and D. Fan, “The Politics of Conservative Elites and the ‘Liberal
Media’ Argument,” Journal of Communication, Autumn 1999, pp. 35-58.
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claims of bias were being used strategically to maintain the flow of positive

stories about Republican candidates.

      Creating Messages

Despite the awareness of sources in the news framing process, few studies have

attempted to investigate the production of these messages before they reach the

media, mainly because access to the producers is often difficult, if not

impossible, to come by.  In their review of agenda-setting studies, Rogers and

Dearing noted research rarely focuses on the influences on media content.36

To date, research into message strategy has relied on in-depth interviews with

the news sources.  For example, Gitlin gained a deeper understanding of how

SDS was being framed for public consumption by using methods such as frame

analysis and interviews.37

Parmelee used frame analysis and in-depth interviews to explore the

presidential primary campaign videocassettes of Gary Bauer, Bill Bradley,

George W. Bush, Steve Forbes, Al Gore and John McCain.38  Interviews with the

producers of the videos confirmed data from the frame analysis and aided in the

understanding of how and why certain frames were used.  The author concluded

                                                  
36 E. Rogers and J. Dearing, “Agenda-setting research: Where has it been, where is it going?,” in J.
Anderson, Communication yearbook, Beverly Hills, CA: Sage, 1988, pp. 555-594.
37 See Gitlin, pp. 130, 132-133, 150.
38 J. Parmelee, “Presidential Primary Videocassettes: How Candidates in the 2000 U.S. Presidential
Primary Elections Framed Their Early Campaigns,” Political Communication, 2002, 19, pp. 317-331.
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that candidate videocassettes might be a significant contributor to the frame

building process of journalists during the primary campaign season.

Across the Atlantic, British researchers also are looking at news sources in

the production of media messages.  As Allan wrote in his book, News Culture,

social scientists have much to gain by examining the precise methods employed

by news sources in their efforts to shape media agendas.39  “News promoters

anxious to have their voice articulated across the field of the news media are

often only too willing to openly cater to the practical needs of newswork.”40

For instance, Schlesinger and Tumber asserted that most researchers have

been media-centric in their approach to analyzing source-media relations.41  It is

important to study the processes by which sources may engage in ideological

conflict prior to the appearance of “definitions” in the media.42  Drawing upon

findings from extensive interviews with news sources across the British criminal

justice system, the authors compiled several conditions typically involved in

sources’ attempts to realize their goals:

® a well-defined message to communicate, framed in optimal terms

capable of satisfying news values;

                                                  
39 S. Allan, News Culture, Buckingham: Open University Press, 1999.
40 Allan, p. 74.
41 P. Schlesinger and H. Tumber, Reporting Crime: The Media Politics of Criminal Justice, Oxford:
Clarendon, 1994.
42 Schlesinger and Tumber, p. 20.
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® the optimal locations for placing that message have been

identified as have the target audiences of the potential media

outlets;

® the preconditions for communicative “success” have been assured

by, for instance, cultivating a sympathetic contact;

® the anticipated strategies of others are incorporated into ongoing

media strategies;

® the means exist for monitoring and evaluating the impact of a

given strategy or tactic and for adjusting future action based on

what is learned; and

® some messages may be intended for private as well as public

communication, thus operating on at least two levels.43

Another set of British researchers created a model that traces production of

political communications.  Moloney, Richards, Scullion and Daymon (2003)

started the model with the political class, which then flowed via traditional

political journalism or controlled media and new media to citizen-voters who

would observe and evaluate the communications before, during and after making

any political choice.44  The paper attempted to shift the focus to some under-

explored and unexplored territory by pointing out that studies of attitudes by the

                                                  
43 Schlesinger and Tumber, p. 39.
44 K. Moloney, B. Richards, R. Scullion, and C. Daymon, “Mapping the production of political
communications: A model to assist in understanding the relationships between the production and
consumption of political messages,” Journal of Public Affairs, 2003, 3(2), pp. 166-175.
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political class towards political communications are rare.  Investigations into the

production of messages before they reach the media and how they are received

by the media are scarce.  It implored researchers to examine the production

chains of political communication.45  Suggested methods of data collection

regarding message production include interviews with the government actors,

and placement of a researcher inside a political communications production unit

(such as a ministry or party beaucracy).46

And in a recent book on framing public life, Gandy47 observed that, “very

few of us attempt to identify those factors that influence how framing strategies

develop, diffuse, and may ultimately become parts of the information

environment.”48  To “break outside the box,” Gandy suggested that researchers

examine the life of frames alongside those who advocate particular frames.

     The Present Study

      In an attempt to “break outside the box,” my dissertation examines how House

Democrats crafted frames for the media to describe their trip to Ardmore.  Little

is known about how sources attempt to frame events for the media.  We can

examine news releases and news conferences, but those occur after decisions

                                                  
45 Moloney, Richards, Scullion, and Daymon, p. 169.
46 Moloney, Richards, Scullion, and Daymon, p. 172.
47 O. Gandy, Jr., “Epilogue – Framing at the Horizon: A Retrospective Assessment,” in S. Reese, O.
Gandy, Jr., and A. Grant, Framing Public Life: Perspectives on Media and Our Understanding of the
Social World, Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2001, pp. 355-378.
48 Gandy, p. 356.
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have been made.  Typically, researchers have not had the opportunity to go inside

to the players as they determine what frames they will emphasize in discussions,

interviews, or press conferences with the media.

Before House Democratic members boarded buses the evening of May 11,

2003, three Democratic leaders had spent the previous three days discussing a

media strategy to defend this action.  This most unusual event definitely required

a strategy for how to frame the reasons for the quorum break.  After all, political

careers were on the line.  And, unfortunately for them, the legislation that finally

pushed the members over the edge was not a “sexy” issue for the media or the

public.  It was congressional redistricting.  When most Texans cannot even name

their Congress member, why were these guys leaving the state in protest of a bill

to change congressional lines?  For the media and the public, that was the

$64,000 question.

For this exploratory study, the questions are more concerned with how the

Killer Ds (as they would come to be known) went about achieving their goal of

gaining public sentiment for their position, and how successful they were.  This

study examines the process by which the Killer Ds determined the frames they

would put forth for media consumption.  Why was it important to have a media

strategy?  What were the frames employed by the Killer Ds?  Of those frames,

which one(s) did the Killer Ds want to see more often in the media?  Was there

any discussion of changing the frames during the four-day period?  Who were the
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sources used by the Killer Ds for the news stories?  Did they employ different

strategies for communicating with in-state reporters, whom they knew, and out-

of-state reporters?

To answer those questions, I conducted interviews with the six key people

involved with the event:

® Rep. Jim Dunnam of Waco who, as House Democratic Caucus

Chair, is credited with the idea of having members leave the state

in protest;

® Rep. Pete Gallego of Alpine who is chair of the Mexican-

American Legislative Caucus (MALC);

® Rep. Garnet Coleman of Houston who is chair of the Legislative

Study Group (LSG) and has since been named chair of the Black

Legislative Caucus;

® Matt Angle who is chief-of-staff for U.S. Rep. Martin Frost of

Arlington in Washington, D.C.;

® Chris Turner who is a political consultant and media adviser in

Fort Worth; and

® Dean Rindy who is a political consultant and media adviser in

Austin.
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The study also examines media coverage of the event to answer questions

such as: How often were the Killer Ds frames employed by the media?  What Killer

Ds sources were quoted?  Was there a difference in the Killer Ds frames employed

by in-state reporters vs. out-of-state reporters?

In addition to the interviews and the content analysis, I will examine

documents produced that week by the Killer Ds themselves and others involved.

Finally, I intend to add personal observations as to how the media were handled by

legislative staff in Austin.

Using these different research methods, I ask the following questions:

® What was the process employed by the Killer Ds in determining

the frames to be used?

® What was the process in determining news sources within the

Killer Ds for media comment?

® How often were the Killer Ds’ frames employed by the media?

® Which of the Killer Ds’ frames was dominant?

® Which of the Killer Ds’ sources were quoted in the news articles?

® Was there a difference in the frames employed by in-state

reporters vs. out-of-state reporters?

® Was there a difference in the news sources employed by in-state

reporters vs. out-of-state reporters?
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By answering these questions, I hope to advance the theory of framing by

examining one aspect that has not received much attention – the process by which

strategic messages are created.
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Chapter Three
Methods

The evening of May 11, 2003, members of the House Democratic Caucus boarded

two buses outside an Austin hotel and traveled to Ardmore, Okla.  From the

Thursday before until that Sunday night, three Democratic leaders worked around

the clock trying to persuade enough Caucus members to agree to the plan while at

the same time crafting a strategy to frame the group’s departure and subsequent four-

day stay in Oklahoma for media reports.

It was essential for the Killer Ds to gain public support if their fight against

congressional redistricting was going to succeed in the Texas House.  And there was

no doubt in their minds that the media would be a key supplier of information to that

public. The talking points developed by the Democratic leaders would be the

message reiterated over and over by the Killer Ds as well as members of the Texas

Congressional delegation in an attempt to frame the event for journalists eager to

report the unusual story.

Interviews

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, two of my research questions are:  What was

the process employed by the Killer Ds in determining the frames to be used?  What

was the process in determining news sources within the Killer Ds for media

comment?  In an effort to address these questions, I interviewed six key people

involved in the strategic process.  The interviews allowed for a look into an area of
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research seldom explored – the production of messages by news sources.  Although

interviews can be subject to bias, poor recall, and poor or inaccurate articulation,49

the method also allows researchers to go inside the mind of another person to paint a

fuller picture of that individual’s beliefs and experiences in question.50 Further,

interviews can be used to verify, validate or comment on information obtained by

other sources.51

Interviewees

For this study, I interviewed the following persons:

State Representative Jim Dunnam of Waco

Jim Dunnam is a lifelong resident of McLennan County. The forty-year-old Dunnam

is an attorney who has practiced law for the past 15 years at Dunnam & Dunnam

Law in Waco.  Dunnam was elected to the Texas House of Representatives in

November 1996.  At the time, his district consisted of part of McLennan County.

Since 2001, District 57 has been composed of a smaller part of McLennan County as

well as the rural counties of Falls, Leon, Madison and Robertson.

Before the 78th Session, Dunnam was considered a member of then-Speaker

Pete Laney’s team.  Regarded as one of the best orators in the House, Dunnam was

the “go-to” man to carry controversial bills the Speaker wanted passed.  For instance,

                                                  
49 R. Yin, Case Study Research: Design and Methods (rev. ed.), Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1989, p.
91.
50 G. McCracken, The long interview, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1988, p. 9.
51 T.R. Lindlof, Qualitative communication research methods, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1995, p.
166.
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in the previous session, Dunnam had sponsored legislation strengthening the state’s

drunk driving laws.  As Texas Monthly stated when it honored Dunnam as one of the

Top 10 Legislators for 2001, “If the session were a video game, he would be the lone

gladiator in light armor who successfully fends off the swords and maces of his

menacing adversaries”52

During Fall 2002, a handful of Democratic members encouraged Dunnam to

run for Caucus chair.  At the time, the position was more ceremonial because the

Speaker of the House was a Democrat and there was no question of who was in

charge.  But after the November election, little doubt remained in Democrats’ minds

that the chair would take on a new importance under a Republican regime.  Dunnam

easily won election to the post, based in part on his easy-going style.  He is not a

controlling person, but rather sees value in building consensus among disparate

parties.  This attribute served him well during his discussions with members about

breaking quorum, and, subsequently, in how the members managed the media

strategy in Ardmore.

Underneath his relaxed demeanor, however, lies a sharp mind that often

skewered Republicans, and some Democrats, whose actions and words Dunnam

thought objectionable.  Just because the Democrats were in the minority party did

not mean they shouldn’t be heard and seen on the House floor.  And Dunnam made

sure of that, often jumping up from his seat on the floor and running to the back

                                                  
52 P. Burka, “The Best and The Worst Legislators 2001,” Texas Monthly, July 2001, p. 79.
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microphone to ask the Republican speaker an embarrassing question or two.  It

would be an understatement to say Dunnam became the thorn in Republican Speaker

Tom Craddick’s side.  So it would come as no surprise to many legislative insiders

that Dunnam was the mastermind behind the plan to break quorum and kill the

controversial redistricting bill.

State Representative Pete Gallego of Alpine

Elected to the House of Representatives in 1990, Pete Gallego, 42, is the first

Hispanic to represent District 74, which includes the West Texas counties of

Brewster, Culberson, Edwards, Hudspeth, Jeff Davis, Loving, Pecos, Presidio,

Reeves, Terrell, Uvalde, Val Verde, and Ward.  In 1991, Gallego became the first

freshman and first minority member ever elected to chair the House Democratic

Caucus, a post he held until January 2001.  In that year, Gallego was elected to serve

as chairman of the Mexican-American Legislative Caucus.  He continued to serve in

that position during the 2003 Legislative Session.

An attorney, Gallego is the only one of the three Democratic leaders with

prior leadership experience.  For years, he had been chair of the House Committee

on General Investigating; a chairmanship he lost under the new speaker.  Among

other lawmakers, Gallego is recognized as an expert on appropriations, law

enforcement, criminal justice, campaign finance reform and victims’ rights.  He is

soft-spoken and rarely gets riled up, although this past session he took to the front

microphone and admonished the Republican leadership for not allowing adequate
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time off for members to pay their respects to one of their colleagues, and Gallego’s

good friend and mentor, who had died from cancer the day before.  It was not out of

character for Gallego to agree with Dunnam’s assessment of the redistricting

situation and become one of the three players to pull the plan together.

State Representative Garnet Coleman of Houston

Garnet Coleman has served in the House since 1991.  Representing District 147,

which includes the Third Ward, Fourth Ward, Downtown, Midtown, Sagemont and

the Hobby Airport Area, Coleman has earned a reputation as a diligent leader in

areas such as economic development, education and welfare reform.  He is perhaps

best known for his commitment to and knowledge of health issues.  In 1999, he joint

authored the legislation that created the Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)

and has been a tireless defender of the program that provides health insurance for

children of working families.

At the beginning of the 78th Legislative Session, the 43-year-old business

consultant was elected chair of the Legislative Study Group, comprised of

progressive House members.  After the session, he also was chosen chair of the

House Black Caucus.

Unlike Dunnam and Gallego, Coleman is neither easy-going nor soft-spoken.

He often speaks his mind, leaving no doubt how he feels about a particular issue or

person.  Not afraid to ruffle feathers, Coleman has taken on some of the Legislature’s

most powerful members in verbal battles against perceived injustices.  Redistricting,
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for Coleman, was another battle to be fought, and he is not one to back down from a

challenge.  Most of the discussions between Dunnam, Gallego and Coleman took

place in Coleman’s office on the ground floor of the Capitol.  With his passion,

Coleman would provide the glue that bound all the Killer Ds together toward a

common cause.

Chris Turner

For most of the past decade, Chris Turner, 31, has worked in Texas politics on

statewide campaigns, primary campaigns, municipal elections, special elections and

judicial campaigns.  While serving as executive director of the Tarrant County

Democratic Party, Turner designed his first direct mail piece and earned a bit of

notoriety – the piece irked Republicans so much it was angrily invoked by Rush

Limbaugh, conservative commentator Tucker Carlson (writing in The Weekly

Standard) and on the Fox News Channel.

In 2003, the Dallas native founded The Turner Group, a political consulting

and communications firm in Fort Worth.  On May 10, Turner drove from Arlington

to Austin to help organize the trip to Ardmore.  As one of three staff persons in

Oklahoma to assist the members during their stay, he dealt with the Texas and

national media on location.

Dean Rindy

Dean Rindy, 59, has been a lead strategist and media consultant for hundreds of

political campaigns in Texas and nationwide.  Known for innovative work in
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political media, Rindy has won numerous “Pollie,” “Addy,” and “Telly” awards, the

Oscars of political advertising.  He has been a trainer and guest speaker at dozens of

national and international seminars and workshops on media and campaign

communications.

For several elections, Rindy has produced Dunnam’s direct mail pieces as

well as his radio and television advertisements, and Dunnam values his advice on

political matters.  A strong Democrat, Rindy is more a “brimstone and fire” strategist

who enjoys throwing red meat to the media and watch them devour it.  For instance,

when I came back to the office after the news conference Monday morning, Rindy

told me I had done a good job, but I could have been more partisan for the media.

Specifically, he told me if I was asked again to comment about the Killer Ds, I

should say the following:  “In our view, (U.S. Rep.) Tom DeLay is the obstructionist.

He only cares about his power grab, while we must deal with a budget crisis, an

insurance and health crisis.  We need to remove the real obstructionist and get on

with the business of Texas.”

Matt Angle

As U.S. Rep. Martin Frost’s chief-of-staff, Matt Angle, 40, has been a fixture in

Texas Democratic politics for years.  He has worked for a Dallas-area congressman

for 20 years, including a stint running the Democratic Congressional Campaign

Committee, the party’s House campaign arm, when Frost was chairman.  Described
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by some as Frost’s shadow lurking but a half step behind, Angle has been crucial to

Texas Democratic coordinated campaigns and is everybody’s “go-to guy.”

For about two weeks prior to the Killer Ds departure, Angle was camped out

in Dunnam’s office tracking the progress of the congressional redistricting bill.

Once Angle was brought inside the loop, he played a critical role in keeping the

Texas Congressional delegation informed of the ensuing events as well as making

sure the Killer Ds had staff available in Oklahoma to assist them.

Data Collection

Interviews can be open-ended, focused, or structured like a survey.  In his 1989 book

on case study research, Yin described the focused interview as one in which a

respondent is interviewed for about one hour.  The interviews may remain open-

ended, meaning the investigator can ask respondents about the facts of a situation as

well as their opinions about the events in more of a conversational manner.  But, in a

focused interview, the investigator is more likely to be following a set of questions.53

The interviews for this study fall within Yin’s description of a focused

interview.  I interviewed the participants over one week – from February 12, 2004, to

February 19, 2004.  On average, the conversations lasted about one hour.  Two of the

interviews – Gallego and Rindy – were conducted in person since they were in

Austin.  The other four interviews – Dunnam, Angle, Turner and Coleman – were

conducted by telephone.  I had a list of questions to ask each participant, but not
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every question was asked and answered. For the most part, the interviews were open-

ended, in the sense that I followed the lead of some interviewees who wanted to

speak about specific events that occurred in Ardmore regarding the media.  This

method provided me with information I would not have received had I employed a

more rigid method.54

During the interview with Gallego, since it occurred in person, I showed him

a copy of talking points that I had found in my office.  He verified that the list, which

could be categorized into four ideas, consisted of the frames used by the Killer Ds in

all media communication.55  In later discussions with Dunnam and Coleman, where I

described the paper to them over the telephone, they each agreed that the talking

points were actually the frames produced by the three lawmakers.

Content Analysis

According to Riffe, Lacy and Fico, content analysis “is crucial to any theory dealing

with the impact of antecedents of content.”56 Without examining the content,

questions about how it was produced or what effects it might have on an audience

cannot be answered.  Therefore, a content analysis is necessary to understand if the

frames advanced by the Killer Ds were indeed employed by the media.  Specifically,

the content analysis addressed the following questions:  How often were the Killer

Ds frames employed by the media?  What Democratic sources were quoted in the
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55 See Appendix C for a list of the frames.
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news articles? Was there a difference in the frames employed by in-state reporters

vs. out-of-state reporters?

Analysis Variables

The information gathered for analysis included three variables aimed at addressing

how often the Killer Ds frames were found in media reports.  The three indicators

were the Killer Ds frames, the news sources promoted by the group, and whether the

reporter was in state or out-of-state.

Frames

Before I began the content analysis, I took the eight talking points – which had

earlier been identified as the Killer Ds frames – and collapsed them into four frames.

They are as follows:

Frame 1: Care About Constituents, All Texans

“We have been working day and night to solve the real issues facing Texas families,

but we will not be part of a scheme that tears apart Texas communities and deprives

rural voters, African Americans, and Hispanics of a meaningful voice in choosing

their Member of Congress.”

“We do not take our responsibilities lightly, and we are working to uphold

the oaths we took to serve our constituents and the people of Texas.  This is bigger

than us, bigger than the Democratic members of Congress targeted for termination.

We are united in our effort to protect the people of Texas.”
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A key event showing solidarity among members was the arrival of State Rep.

Paul Moreno of El Paso, who had been in New Mexico.  This frame includes support

from constituents, legislators across the country, Willie Nelson, etc.

Frame 2: Should be Focusing on Other Issues

“When the leadership tells us there is not time to deal with school finance or cut

property taxes, and knowing that we still must resolve issues like the state budget

crisis and insurance reform, the fact that an unnecessary redistricting bill was placed

at the top of the House calendar is unconscionable.”

“House Democrats took a stand for fair play for all Texans by refusing to

provide a quorum for this power grab when the Texas House has important business

to do, including: a $10 billion budget shortfall, a school finance crisis, a troubled

economy, insurance abuse and a health care crisis.”

A key event under this frame was when the Killer Ds sent Speaker Craddick

of Midland two letters saying if he took redistricting off the calendar, then they

would return and get back to the business of Texas.  Key concepts include Killer Ds

working in Ardmore while the Republicans were on the House floor playing football,

posting pictures on milk cartons, and creating Iraqi-like playing cards.  It also

included the Democrats’ response to Republican allegations that important bills were

dying because of the quorum break; that is that important bills can still pass after the

Thursday deadline.
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Frame 3: Current Districts Legal

“The redistricting plan scheduled for consideration by the Texas House is the

ultimate act of political greed – it is undemocratic, unjust and unprecedented.  The

current congressional plan has been found constitutional by the United States

Supreme Court and to be in compliance with the Voting Rights Act.”

“Based on the 2002 statewide election results, the current congressional plan

already favors Republicans in 20 of the 32 districts, but in the elections for Congress

the voters chose to split their tickets and elect Texas Democrats.”

Under this frame fell all the legal arguments against redistricting, as well as

any descriptions of proposed maps.

Frame 4: Tom DeLay Power Grab/Washington-Style Politics

“Tom DeLay shows no respect for Texas voters.  He doesn’t want districts

Republicans can win – he wants districts they can’t lose.  Many Republicans

privately oppose this redistricting plan and Texas newspapers have editorialized

against it.  This is a power grab by Tom DeLay, pure and simple.”

This frame deals with the end of bipartisanship in the House along with the

push by the U.S. House Majority Leader to use federal agencies, such as the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, the Federal Aviation Administration, and Homeland

Security Department, to track down the Killer Ds.

For the analysis, a frame was counted only if it actually appeared in the news

article as opposed to if it could be “read between the lines.”   For each frame, the
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coder decided whether it was dominant, meaning that the frame was mentioned more

often than any other frame within that news story; secondary, meaning that the

frames were mentioned in the news article, but not to the exclusion of other frames;

or no mention, meaning the frame was not found in the news item.

Killer Ds News Sources

During the interviews, almost every participant mentioned that specific Democrats

were chosen to represent the Killer Ds in news stories.  The three leaders wanted

media reports to reflect the diverse group, so, in addition to themselves, they chose

representatives from different regions and ethnic backgrounds.  While every

representative had the opportunity to speak to the media, the following eight

members were tapped to be the group’s spokespeople:

® Jim Dunnam of Waco

® Pete Gallego of Alpine

® Garnet Coleman of Houston

® Craig Eiland of Galveston

® Barry Telford of DeKalb

® Senfronia Thompson of Houston

® Steve Wolens of Dallas

® Richard Raymond of Laredo

In addition, the Killer Ds had requested Sen. Rodney Ellis of Houston deliver

a statement to the media later in the day on Monday prior to the group’s whereabouts
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being discovered in Ardmore.  Since the Killer Ds had chosen Ellis as their

impromptu spokesman, I included him in the analysis of news sources.  For the same

reason, I also counted any quotes by Texas Congressional Democrats.

In-State vs. Out-of-State Reporters

Further, I was interested in finding out from the Killer Ds if they had a different

media strategy for reporters they knew (in-state reporters) vs. reporters they did not

know (out-of-state reporters).  A couple of the participants mentioned familiarity

with some of the reporters led to different ways of presenting the frames.  For

example, members of the Capitol press corps have special seating on the House

floor, from where they can watch the goings-on among representatives.  According

to the legislative trio, in-state journalists understood the members’ frustration with

the GOP leadership, and, therefore, required no background information when the

Killer Ds went to Ardmore.

On the other hand, out-of-state reporters knew little about the events that led

to the Democrats’ run to the border.  To put the trip to Ardmore into perspective for

these reporters meant the Killer Ds had to spend extra time explaining the previous

four months of the legislative session before they could even discuss congressional

redistricting.

The difference in the reporters’ degree of knowledge about the legislative

session might have led to a difference in which Killer Ds frames were chosen for or

emphasized in the news articles.  To that end, I divided the news articles into those
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that were written by reporters who work for in-state media outlets and those who

work for out-of-state media outlets.  I defined in-state media outlets as news

organizations that were based in Texas, while out-of-state media outlets were based

outside of Texas.

Therefore, if a reporter worked in the Washington, D.C.-bureau of a Texas

news organization, that reporter was classified as in state.  For example, Suzanne

Gamboa works for the Associated Press in Washington, D.C.  Her articles fell under

“in-state-reporter” since Gamboa only writes about Texas issues at the national level

for state media outlets subscribing to AP.

Conversely, if a reporter stationed in a Texas city worked for an out-of-state

news organization, that reporter was classified out-of-state.  Lee Hockstader writes

for the Washington Post from its Houston bureau.  Since he does not cover the Texas

Legislature on a regular basis, Hockstader was unfamiliar with the details that

precipitated the Killer Ds trip to Oklahoma.  His articles fell under “out-of-state

reporter.”

Data Collection

A content analysis was conducted of newspaper articles written by reporters from

Texas news organizations, national news organizations, and international news

organizations.  The time period was from May 12, 2003, to May 17, 2003 – the day

the Killer Ds were discovered in Ardmore to the day after their return to Austin.
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For this study, the content analysis was really a means to test the Killer Ds

media strategy.  I was not interested in determining media effects on a general

population.  That is for another study.  I wanted to look at the news articles to see if

the Killer Ds frames were picked up.

I ran a search of newspapers listed in LexisNexis, using the broad search

terms “Texas” and “redistricting.” From that list, I eliminated stories under 100

words, since these were captions and news wire synopses.  Editorials, opinion

articles, commentaries, viewpoints and letters to the editor also were eliminated.  I

also removed duplicate stories that popped up in the different search categories of

news wire, general news, U.S. news and world news.

The articles came from the following news organizations:  AP, UPI, San

Antonio Express-News, Cox News Service (Austin American-Statesman and Waco

Tribune Herald), Dallas Morning News, Houston Chronicle, Corpus Christi Caller-

Times, Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Agence France Presse, Deutsche Presse-Agentur,

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, Washington Times, Washington Post, The New York Times,

The Hill, Rocky Mountain News, Sante Fe New Mexican, Toronto Star, The Times

(London), The Independent (London), Atlanta Journal Constitution, Journal Record

Legislative Report (Oklahoma City), Courier Mail (Australia), New Zealand Herald,

The Scotsman, Voice of American News, The Irish Times, Roll Call, Albuquerque

Journal, The Christian Science Monitor, Alameda Times Star, Riverside Press

Enterprise, USA Today, St. Petersburg Times, Bloomberg News, and The Economist.
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The search also pulled original articles written by Associated Press reporters

along with the versions that appeared in newspapers.  Often the newspapers’ versions

were cut for space.  Faced with two identical stories except that one was longer than

the other, I chose the longer version – the original Associated Press article.  I base

this choice on the fact I was not looking at media effects, so I was not interested in

the potential effect of the news frames on the people who might have read the edited

version in their local newspaper.  I was interested, however, in how the proposed

frames may have been used in the story.  As the frames were presented in the

original Associated Press story, and, since they were not edited for space, I could

examine the whole story with all the frames as opposed to a shorter version with

some frames cut off.

Finally, the search included articles by AP reporters written about the same

topic but at different times.  For example, one reporter wrote that the Killer Ds

boarded the bus back to Austin Thursday night.  A few hours later, the reporter

added new information about the trip down Interstate 35, including a stop in Denton

to cheering crowds of supporters.  The reporter concluded the trip with a third filed

story on the Killer Ds arriving in Austin.  Needless to say, similar material – such as

quotes and word choice – are in all three articles.  But the stories are not identical.  I

chose to analyze all three stories because, even though they contain similar material,

they are not the same.  The Killer Ds had the opportunity before each story was filed

to push for their frames.
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In the end, 217 articles were identified for coding.  Fifty-one of these items

were written by out-of-state reporters.  This final list was manually coded because

computer-assisted content analysis would provide only a cursory look at the articles

rather than an in-depth examination.  Besides, I was not looking at keywords that can

be loaded into a computer program.  I was taking the talking points from the Killer

Ds – which they had identified as their frames for the media – and determining how

often those ideas were present in the news articles.

A complete list of variables and values can be found in the codebook attached

as Appendix D.  The coding sheet is attached as Appendix E.

To ensure that my personal involvement in the event did not bias the coding,

my mother coded the news articles.  She has no connection to Texas government as

she now lives in another state.  I instructed her on the definitions used in the

codebook as well as trained her on the proper technique for coding.  To check for

coder reliability, I coded 20 articles pulled by using a random number table. Using

Holsti’s formula,57 we achieved 97 percent coder agreement.  Because of the nature

of frames, however, it can be difficult for two people to agree on whether a frame

appeared and, if so, to what degree in the article.58  Since the 97 percent agreement

was obtained by coding the entire code sheet, I wanted to pull out the four frames

                                                  
57 O.R. Holsti, Content analysis for the social sciences and humanities, Reading, MA: Addison-
Wesley, 1969.
58 J. Tankard, Jr., “The Empirical Approach to the Study of Media Framing,” in S. Reese, O. Gandy,
Jr., and A. Grant, Framing Public Life: Perspectives on Media and Our Understanding of the Social
World, Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2001, pp. 95-106.
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and see how well we agreed.  Based on just the four frames, we obtained coder

agreement of 91 percent.

Other Research Methods

In addition to the interviews and the content analysis, I examined documents

produced that week by the Killer Ds themselves and others involved.  As Yin wrote,

“the most important use of documents is to corroborate and augment evidence from

other sources.”59  With that in mind, I used the records to jar some of the

participants’ memories about events as well as confirm their statements about

specific strategies.  The documents examined for this study include two drafts of the

first letter the Killer Ds sent to Speaker Craddick after they were discovered; talking

points; press statements; and communications between legislators and consultants.

Finally, I added my own personal observations as to how the media were

handled during those four days when my boss was in Oklahoma.  From a

methodological view, I would be considered a participant-observer.  There are pros

and cons to this method, as summarized by Yin.  A major problem has to do with the

potential biases produced, such as a loss of objectivity by the researcher.60  I am

aware of these stumbling blocks, and have made every attempt to prevent my biases

from coloring the study’s results.  The knowledge and background I bring to this

study may be rare for most social research, but it is not without precedent.61  A major

                                                  
59 Yin, p. 86.
60 Yin, p. 93.
61 See E. Redman, The dance of legislation, New York: Simon & Schuster, 1973.
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advantage to participant observation is the researcher’s ability to gain access to a

group or an event that otherwise would be inaccessible to scientific investigation.  I

used my proximity to the Killer Ds to shed light on the process by which Democrats

framed their unexpected and unusual mid-session journey to Ardmore, Okla.
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Chapter Four
The Interviews

May 8, 2003

Rumors swirled around the House floor that morning.  The congressional

redistricting bill was going to be placed on the calendar for House consideration

some time during the next few days.  Jim Dunnam knew something had to be done to

stop the Republicans from pushing through a plan that would eliminate, at worst,

every one of the 10 white Democratic Congressman.  An idea had been percolating

in his mind for about a week, but it was so outlandish – could he pull it off?

When the House took a lunch break, Dunnam and a handful of folks gathered

at the Spaghetti Warehouse located just minutes south of the Capitol.  At a table in

the back of the crowded restaurant, Dunnam proceeded to lay out his plan.  The idea

was not fully developed, but that didn’t matter.  By the time the entrees had arrived,

the table discussion had progressed to figuring out which members of the House

Democratic Caucus would break quorum.

“At lunch, at the Spaghetti Warehouse, that’s when it sunk into me that Jim

was going to talk to other (members) about leaving,” said Matt Angle.  “That

afternoon, I told (U.S. Rep.) Martin Frost that the Caucus was considering doing

this.”  Angle also knew that if Dunnam could round up enough members to break

quorum, they would need assistance from the Democratic Congressional delegation.
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Upon return to the House floor, the Democrats’ fears were realized when they

found out the Committee Report for House Bill 3398 had been sent to the House

Calendars Committee, which is responsible for determining which legislation the

House will hear and in what order it will appear on the agenda.

May 9, 2003

Dunnam wondered if he could pull it off.  The stakes were high; failure would

weaken the Caucus’ position not only on this bill, but also for the remainder of the

session.  Along with Pete Gallego and Garnet Coleman, Dunnam spent much of the

day talking to colleagues about the plan to leave the state.  At the time, no one knew

for sure where the members would be going.  The leaders only knew they could not

stay in Texas because of the rule authorizing the House Sergeant-at-Arms to round

up wayward members and return them to Austin.

Most of the conversations occurred in Coleman’s Capitol office on the

ground floor, mainly because of its proximity to the House floor on the second level.

Each member’s office is wired for cable, allowing the representatives to monitor the

floor proceedings and return whenever a vote is taken.  That was important because

at one point, the chairwoman of the Calendars Committee proposed a rule that

would, in essence, cut off debate on the redistricting legislation.

Basically, it said that all amendments to H.B. 3398 must be filed with the

chief clerk’s office by noon on Sunday, May 11.  The rule was unusual for several

reasons: rarely do representatives attempt to limit debate before a bill comes to the
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floor; and, more importantly, the bill had not been placed on the calendar yet due to a

technicality.  Failing to receive the necessary two-thirds vote, the rule was quashed.

But the whole exercise had brought an urgency to the task before the trio of

legislators.  It was clear the GOP leadership had planned to place the bill on the

calendar as soon as possible.  Time restraints in the House rules, however, dictated

that it could not happen sooner than Monday morning.  (The next day, the committee

would indeed set the bill on the Major State Calendar for 10 a.m. Monday.)

In the meantime, the Democrats knew they were playing a game of “beat the

clock.”  They had only 48 hours to convince enough members to leave the state on

Sunday night.  During the subsequent interviews, all three lawmakers spoke of how

they spent those days talking one-on-one to some members while meeting with

others in small groups.  Each discussion with a member afforded them the

opportunity to test their media strategy.  In laying out the plan over and over again,

and answering hesitant colleagues’ questions, the trio was able to hone their rationale

for future contact with the press.  The extent to which that strategy was organized

and deliberate, however, is subject to interpretation.

According to Gallego, crafting a message for the media was extremely

important.  He painted a picture of himself, Dunnam and Coleman methodically

drafting talking points that specifically addressed the need to frame redistricting as
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an issue that affected all Texans, not just minorities.62 For the plan to work, the trip

north could not be framed solely as protection of minority voting rights.  The trio had

to provide cover to the WD40s – shorthand for “white rural Democrats in their 40s.”

In the past few decades, rural Texas has made strides toward better race relations, but

it remains predominantly white.  The three leaders wanted phrases and one-liners

that resonated with all people, especially since everyone was affected by the

Republican’s congressional map.  The map passed by the committee realigned much

of rural Texas, placing these small towns in the same districts as big suburban areas.

“What would give people the flavor of what we were about and what we

were trying to do?” Gallego asked.  “We were kicking around ideas like, ‘no time for

school finance, but time for this.’  What’s the deal?  We came up with a skeleton – a

framework – and we added meat to the bones as we went along.

“We anticipated arguments that would be made against the members when

they got home,” Gallego elaborated.  “We had to inoculate them against those

arguments.  In coming up with a message strategy for these members, we also ended

up controlling the discussion with the media.”

During these meetings, the three leaders decided who would be the

spokesman at the first news conference.  Again, the emphasis was on showing lots of

faces, not just the minority ones.  Dunnam would take the lead up front, but

spokesmen for subsequent news conferences would be rotated between the three

                                                  
62 See Appendix F for the Talking Points.
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leaders and the following members: Barry Telford from Northeast Texas (white);

Steve Wolens of Dallas (white); Craig Eiland of Galveston (white); Senfronia

Thompson from Houston (black); and Richard Raymond of Laredo (Hispanic).

It didn’t take the trio long to craft the initial phrases, or frames, that eventual

became the talking points.  Actually, it was pretty easy once the ideas began to flow.

For instance, the “Tom DeLay power grab” frame was one they knew would

resonant with the public.  “It is unusual for a member of Congress to be (in Austin)

trying to get an agreement on a redistricting map,” Gallego pointed out.  “It broke

precedent.” So, they had the Sugarland Republican coupled with the fact that “no one

in Texas likes Washington-style politics,” Gallego said.  “We tapped into that.  Lots

of papers had editorialized against him and we tapped into that.  We just added fuel

to the fire.  I mean, how do you explain to people, to people in West Texas, that a

congressman in Houston” is dictating who they can and can’t vote for.

Another frame that particularly resonated with Gallego was the fact that the

House leadership would force members to consider an unnecessary redistricting bill

before all the important issues still needing to be addressed, such as school finance

reform, the state budget crisis and insurance reform.  “We needed to be focused on

the serious issues of the day,” Gallego said.  “And it hurt (Gov. Rick) Perry” to be

perceived as a person who thought more about redistricting than the state budget.

Just as important as the talking points was the name for the group.  On the

same page as the one-liners are a couple of possible names. The Texas Defenders.
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No, that doesn’t sound right.  What about the House Defenders? That’s not it, either.

“None of that, it didn’t have the right ring to it,” Gallego laughed. “I can’t remember

who suggested the Killer Ds, but once I heard it, I knew that was the one.”

No one I interviewed for this study could remember who started using the

Killer Ds moniker first, although the participants were in agreement it began with a

journalist.  Dean Rindy summed up the general opinion when he said, “I wish I had

thought of that.” The name plays off of the “Killer Bees,” a group of 12 state

senators who in 1979 defied then-Lt. Gov. Bill Hobby by refusing to show up at the

Capitol.  The senators hid out in a west Austin garage apartment while Department

of Public Safety troopers, Texas Rangers and sergeants-at-arms unsuccessfully

searched the state for them.

It’s not surprising that Gallego would remember a more organized effort to

create a media strategy.  He is a precise and well-prepared member both on and off

the floor.  On the other hand, Dunnam’s penchant for procrastination was evident in

what he recalled happened in the days before Ardmore.

“Well, there’s not much to it,” he said.  “I didn’t want to put the cart before

the horse.  I refused to get ahead of myself.  It was a conscious deal, so deliberate.  I

didn’t want to plan too far past getting on the bus.  I didn’t want to think about the

media, just in case.

“I did realize in talking to fifty people in groups and individually, that in

these discussions where I went through all the rationale, I knew it was preparation
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for any press inquiry,” Dunnam added.  Besides, “I felt confident that our folks –

Garnet in particular – could handle it on the fly.”

Dunnam did recall Coleman and Gallego talking to him about different ways

to frame the trip.  He said he felt strongly about including the idea of defending

important rights, and leaving the state was the only way the Democrats could protect

those rights for all Texans.  “I thought we had to get across to the folks that we had

to stand up to this change in (legislative) procedures,” Dunnam said. “This was an

attack on democracy.  And Democrats had tried everything else.”  He also had no

problem with demonizing DeLay.  “Tom DeLay, he was the guy pulling all the

strings,” Dunnam said,  “so he was the one who should have been singled out.”

At one point, the trio also talked about the first news conference. “The press

conference couldn’t be three hours long, so we needed to pick certain members to

speak.”  Those members were the same ones mentioned by Gallego.

Interestingly, Dunnam didn’t comment on the diversity of the spokesmen.

Perhaps, for him, the decision to include a mixture of black, brown, white, women,

men, old and young wasn’t as conscious as it was for both Gallego and Coleman.

Like Gallego, Coleman was very aware of the need for the group to be

represented by different voices and faces. “All of us have been around long enough

to know that we didn’t want to leave the framing to the media,” Coleman said.

 For him, it was a matter of removing race from the frames available for the

media to use.  Coleman didn’t want the media portraying the trip as minority House
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members playing the “race card.”  Of the 51 members who traveled to Ardmore, 19

were white, 24 were Hispanic, and eight were African-American.  The gender

breakdown was 43 men and eight women.  There are no white Democratic women in

the House.

 “We didn’t play it (the race card),” Coleman said. “We believed this was less

about disenfranchised minority rights than about disenfranchised Texas voters,

whoever they were.”

And so, in a subtle way, the trio eliminated one possible frame while at the

same time they took the reasons members were giving them for agreeing to go and

created the four frames they knew all the members would sign off on.

From the outside, Angle remembered sitting in on discussions where the

three leaders talked about how to frame the event, not so much for political gain, but

to provide cover to politically vulnerable members.  When asked by one of the three

his thoughts on the subject, Angle remarked that the truth was the best defense.  “I

told them, you’re not doing this for the members of Congress,” he recalled. “You’re

doing this because Tom DeLay is abusing his power.”

Angle also pointed out that the three leaders had to deal with some legislators

who, for political reasons, didn’t want the situation to become bitterly partisan.

That’s why the “abuse of power/Washington-style politics” frame was critical of

Tom DeLay and not Tom Craddick.  “There were some members who didn’t think
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Craddick was a complete asshole,” Angle said. “They thought he could be reasoned

with for the good of the state.”

May 10, 2003

By Saturday, Angle had contacted Chris Turner in Arlington and told him to come

on down to Austin.  Turner and his wife, Lisa, rolled into town around mid-

afternoon.  Planning on a trip to Lake Charles, La., the Turners worked on the

logistics, providing buses, food, drinks, and whatever else the members might need

for their journey.  Later that afternoon, Turner was told that he and his wife would be

traveling with the group to Ardmore, Okla., since Louisiana has a Republican

governor who could agree to extradite the runaway legislators.

That evening, as Angle and the Turners went over the logistics, Dunnam and

Coleman talked about whether they should be prepared to go if less than 51 members

showed up at the Embassy Suites parking lot Sunday night.  Ticking off the members

who had agreed so far, the number was in the 40s.  If 45 showed, they decided, they

were going to Oklahoma.

Just in case, Dunnam telephoned Rindy late that night and asked him to write

a press statement for the group.  The release, titled “DUNNAM COMMENTS (if

Democrats fail to deny a quorum),” was a statement to be read by Dunnam if enough

people did not show up for the buses.63  Dunnam said he didn’t want to be

                                                  
63 See Appendix G for Dunnam’s statement.
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unprepared should reporters be waiting in the hotel parking lot and there not be

enough members to break quorum.

May 11, 2003

Since it was Mother’s Day, the House was not in session.  All the members had gone

home to celebrate the holiday with their families.  But for a majority of the

Democratic Caucus, the holiday would be cut short.  The plan was for members to

meet in the parking lot of the Embassy Suites Hotel at 6 p.m. When the first

members arrived, two buses were waiting for them, filled with snack food, sodas and

beer as well as the movie videos “Catch Me If You Can” and “The Gladiator.”

Over the next few hours, legislators trickled into the lot as did the few

consultants who knew about the plan.  When Dunnam arrived, Rindy handed him the

“just in case” news release.  Dunnam slipped it into his pants pocket.  Fortunately, he

never had to pull it out.  Rindy also gave him a list of ideas he had typed out that

morning just in case they left.64

No journalists showed up, meaning no members had given away the specifics

of the operation.  I had been called earlier in the day, however, by reporters from

both the Associated Press and the San Antonio Express-News wanting to know what

I knew about some Democrats possibly leaving the state.  Before returning their

calls, I talked to my co-worker, Hugh Brady, who was advising the three leaders on

parliamentary procedures.  Brady, a former Austin resident who was finishing his

                                                  
64 See Appendix H for Rindy’s list.
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second semester at Boston University Law School, had gained a reputation as a

“rules guru” in the years he worked as a House legislative aide.  Now he was able to

put his knowledge to practical use.  It was he who had informed Dunnam that,

according to the House rules, a lack of quorum could be proved if the missing

legislators signed letters requesting the Parliamentarian and Voting Clerk lock their

voting machines.

I told Brady about the media’s suspicions, and we agreed I should call them

back and tell the truth – I didn’t know anything. While on the phone, I should also

try to find out what they knew about the trip.  Both reporters admitted that a member

had told each one in strict confidence that a majority of the Caucus was leaving the

state to protest congressional redistricting.  Further, both reporters had agreed not to

publish that information until the members were on the road.

Sometime between 9 p.m. and 10 p.m., a total of 47 members were gathered

in the hotel parking lot.  At that point, Dunnam instructed the members to pick a bus

– smoking or non-smoking.  A little after 10 p.m., the buses pulled out of the parking

lot, with a majority of the members still not knowing the final destination.

Four Days in Ardmore

At 1:30 a.m., the buses rolled to a stop in the Holiday Inn parking lot.  The Texas

lawmakers emerged from their cocoons to find themselves in Oklahoma.  The

Turners assisted the members during the check-in process, when each legislator was
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assigned a roommate.  It was unspoken, but the members knew they were

responsible for ensuring their roommate stayed in Oklahoma for the duration.

This buddy system, according to Coleman, helped keep the media message

consistent. “From a psychological standpoint, we were all for one and one for all,”

Coleman explained. Creating this unity  “really strengthened our ability to stay

focused on what we were doing and why we were doing it.  This was not going to be

like Animal Farm.”

The interviewees agreed that the major contributor to the group’s unity was

Dunnam’s decision not to send anything to the media without all 51 members

signing off on it.

“Yeah, that was frustrating,” Turner said.  “I mean, it was a challenging

restriction.  But I really respected what Jim was able to do.  To say we’re not sending

anything out until everyone in the room feels comfortable with it really meant a lot to

all the members.”

Back in Austin, the consultants were worried about how the “all or nothing”

method of dispensing information would work, especially under tight media

deadlines.  But luck was on their side.  “It was the most extraordinary thing,” Angle

said. “They met as a group of 50 people, and what ended up on paper, what they

said, was a very consistent message.  When there’s more than three people, you

usually end up with gobbledygook.”
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The group’s first message, however, was written by Coleman and Dunnam,

who started the project immediately after checking into their rooms.  “Coleman and I

stayed up until six in the morning writing the initial statement that you read to

everybody,” Dunnam said.  Since I delivered the statement at 9:45 Monday morning,

there was little time for all Killer Ds to sign off on it.

During those wee hours, Dunnam and Coleman also eked out a rough draft

stating why they had left.  Combining Rindy’s thoughts from the list he had given

Dunnam, with the talking points the trio had come up with days before, the statement

became the Killer Ds treatise on the unfairness of congressional redistricting.65

“That was going to be our first message, our main message,” Dunnam said.  “It had

to be good.”

“We wanted to be seen as fighters,” Coleman added. “As courageous people

who deal with things on merit.  And who don’t give up.”

 There would be time for that statement to be picked over and finally

approved by all members.  For most of Monday, the press, the public and the

Republicans did not know where the Killer Ds were hiding.  Their anonymity was

both a blessing and a curse.  About 30 minutes after the bomb had been dropped,

Craddick called his own news conference to address the unusual situation.  Huddled

around two laptops, and relying on dial-up for Internet service, the Killer Ds watched

as Craddick countered what I had said earlier about them being courageous and

                                                  
65 See Appendix I for the treatise.
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principled.  Instead, they were described as cowards, who were running away from a

fight.  Craddick dubbed them “Chicken Ds.”

“We knew we had to respond,” Coleman said. “But we didn’t want to frame

it as a response” to Craddick.  Besides, they were in hiding.  They couldn’t hold a

press conference of their own.  That’s when Coleman and Dunnam pulled out the

rough draft they had written just hours before.  With only the two laptops, and no

printer, members took turns reading the statement, making minor changes, and re-

reading it until everyone was satisfied.

“We were protecting democracy,” Coleman said, “that’s what everybody

wanted to say.  We were protecting our constituents from a power grab, from the

tyranny of Tom DeLay.

“And, that we were working,” Coleman added. “We were working on

issues.” He paused. “And the act of being there, it was a legitimate legislative

parliamentary procedure.  Moving from Austin to Ardmore was a legislative act.”

Turner laughed as he recalled the discussions surrounding this first major

statement.  “All the members represent Democratic districts,” Turner said. “But

when you look at how different those districts are, it’s amazing they could agree on

anything.  Not one person asserted close to total control over the message.”

 For instance, Terri Hodge represents an overwhelmingly minority

constituency who live in the south and east parts of Dallas.  They are more than

likely single-parents who, without college educations, have difficulty finding
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employment.  More than one-third doesn’t speak English in the home.  On the other

hand, Chuck Hopson represents mostly white constituencies who speak English and

are employed in the rural East Texas counties of Cherokee, Houston, Panola, and

Rusk.

“A large part of the conversations focused on the fact that everyone who was

there was against redistricting for different reasons,” Turner said. “Some loved their

congressman” who would be eliminated under the Republican plan.  “Some thought

it was bad for their districts.”  Rural Texans may be upset about the map for a

specific reason, but that wasn’t the same reason inner city folks were upset.  “If the

statement had caved to one side or another, I think some members would have left.”

The final statement, titled “Why We Are Here – Working To Defend Texas,”

was delivered Monday afternoon by Sen. Rodney Ellis.66  A respected legislator, the

Houston Democrat brings passion to the issues he supports.  Not surprisingly,

Republicans have deemed him “too liberal” for the positions he takes on various

issues, including the ones against the death penalty and for state-paid college tuition

for qualifying students.  Which is why it was somewhat of a shock when Ellis, in

2001, was appointed chair of the powerful Senate Finance Committee under then-

Republican Lt. Gov. Bill Ratliff.  During that same session, Ellis finally passed his

anti-hate crimes bill.

                                                  
66 See Appendix J for the statement read by Sen. Rodney Ellis.
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“We rushed to get that statement pulled together for Rodney,” Dunnam said.

“And he was outstanding.”  But there was no rest for the weary.  The three leaders

had to spend time preparing the other members for when they would be discovered.

“We knew we were going to have to (talk to the media), but I thought we had plenty

of time,” Dunnam said. “I didn’t think we’d have to talk to the media until Tuesday.

I had originally hoped we wouldn’t be found until the print deadlines for the Tuesday

papers.  I wanted to see a headline say ‘Where are they?’”

But that’s not what happened.  In anticipation of the media, Gallego went

around to the members’ rooms, where they were hanging out so as not to be noticed

by other guests at the hotel.  The buses had even been moved to another hotel down

the street.  He explained the need to stick to the talking points when speaking to

reporters.

“We were very careful,” Gallego said. “We never had any issues with

members showing up in bars on the nightly news.  We didn’t want to send the

message that we were on vacation.  There was a gym in the hotel, but we told the

members they couldn’t use it.  We wanted no pictures (of them) working out in the

paper.”

In the meantime, Dunnam and Coleman were working on a letter to be sent to

Craddick Tuesday morning.  The letter, which would be signed by the chairs of the

Democratic, Black, and Mexican-American caucuses, went through a few revisions
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before the final language was agreed upon by the members.67  And in Washington,

D.C., the Texas Democratic delegation stood by ready to support the legislators in

Oklahoma.  Talking points based on the frames crafted earlier by Dunnam, Coleman

and Gallego were provided to the members of Congress, so all elected officials

would be hitting the same themes.68 Circumstances would conspire, however, to

make the delegation’s role more prominent than anyone had originally thought.

By late in the afternoon, rumors were circling about where the Killer Ds were

hiding.  The Attorney General for New Mexico was brought into the situation when

it was suggested the Killer Ds were in the Land of Enchantment.  Patricia Madrid, a

Democrat, issued a statement saying the wayward House members would not be

arrested and extradited back to Texas if they were, indeed, in her state.  She ended

the release by putting out an “all-points bulletin” for law enforcement to be on the

lookout for politicians in favor of health care for the needy and against tax cuts for

the wealthy.69  While Madrid’s actions were clearly tongue-in-cheek, what happened

next was not.

Around this same time, the members were getting information that the

Homeland Security Department was looking for them. Earlier in the day, DeLay had

requested the Federal Bureau of Investigation track down the Killer Ds and arrest

them. The FBI refused, saying the Democratic members had broken no actual laws.

                                                  
67 See Appendix K for the first letter sent to Speaker Craddick.
68 See Appendix L for the Talking Points given to the Texas Democratic congressional delegation.
69 See Appendix M for the news release by New Mexico Attorney General Patricia Madrid.
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DeLay’s office contacted the Federal Aviation Administration, after it was

discovered that former-Speaker Pete Laney, a cotton farmer from Hale Center in

West Texas, had filed a flight plan for travel to Oklahoma.  DeLay wanted the FAA

to track down the plane’s exact location.  Again, he was rebuffed by a federal

agency.  A little later, an officer with the Texas Department of Public Safety

contacted the Homeland Security Department with the story that an airplane carrying

Texas legislators may have crashed and could the agency help locate the missing

plane.

“The Homeland Security thing really made everybody nervous,” Coleman

recalled. “That shocked everybody. The fact they used these tactics to scare us. But

the intimidation played in our favor.  These guys (Republicans) had completely

overreached.”

It also drove home the point that what the members were doing was bigger

than them. “This was broader than just Texas,” Coleman added. “This was about the

country.  The redistricting map would lock in Republican control of Congress for

many years.  We didn’t use that as a media strategy, but it became what motivated

us.”  The incident not only brought the Killer Ds closer, but it played nicely into the

“DeLay power grab” frame.  It also provided weeks of teeth-gnashing and

impassioned speeches by Congressional Democrats.

Yet, despite federal involvement, it was a non-political reporter from the

Dallas Morning News who first appeared in Ardmore. “He was walking around
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Monday afternoon,” Turner remembered.  “No one knew him.  We thought he was a

Republican spy.  He looked like a young Republican.  The representatives were in

their rooms or hidden.  And he was just walking around.”

That evening, the DMN reporter was joined by a few others as word got out

that the Democrats were holed up at the Holiday Inn in Ardmore.

The Media Circus

Two of the interviewees knew what the members would face once the media found

them.  Unfortunately, they weren’t the two in Oklahoma.  Rindy remembered telling

Dunnam the whole world would be watching the renegade legislators from Texas. “I

told Jim when he first mentioned this, that he would be famous,” Rindy said. “It

would make a marvelous mystery and great political theater.”  Angle thought the

same thing.  “It’s a compelling story, even for an archaic issue like redistricting.  I

knew it would be a national story.”

For the interviewees who were at ground zero, the media onslaught was

shocking to say the least.  They expected Texas reporters, but they didn’t expect it

would be “as big a national – BBC kind of deal,” Dunnam said.  Members adopted

an “under siege” mentality while living with the reporters for the remaining three

days.  Usually after a news conference, the legislators return to their offices while the

media go back to theirs. This time it was different.  No one left.

The Holiday Inn in Ardmore is a small hotel with maybe 100 rooms.  It has

two floors that are squared shape.  The room doors face out into the courtyard and
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swimming pool. “It’s not a vast complex,” Turner said.  There were 51 legislators,

three staff, and 50 reporters and cameramen, who were “literally swarming like ants

around the hotel grounds.”

“The media circus could have made us look real bad,” Coleman said. “We

felt we would lose the media war if (the trip to Ardmore) was only about Denny’s

jokes,” he added, referring to remarks made by broadcast commentators.

Angle agreed.  “Media attention could have been horrible. But a lot of work

had been done ahead of time.  We had put together information to educate the

members, and they knew how important it was to educate the press.” 

The group’s first press conference on Tuesday was well planned, with

Dunnam taking the lead as spokesman and all the other members surrounding him.

“These were the first images we were putting out,” Coleman said. “We had the

Texas flag, but then I thought, we need an American flag too.  So, somebody ran off

and got an American flag.

“One of the things I got stuck doing was managing the press corps,” Coleman

continued. “They have expectations. We had to think, what’s a good shot for them?”

For the news conference, a podium was set up outside, and members on either side

held up the flags.  Having the conference outside provided “more imagery, and the

fact that there were too many of us to do it any other way.”

Nothing was left to chance, but at the same time, it didn’t come off as slick or

overproduced. “Some people wanted to look like we were at a presidential debate,”
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Coleman said. “But we wanted to keep things spontaneous, like, people didn’t wear

suits and ties.  The natural aspect was real important, because it showed we were

doing something on principle.  We wanted to be perceived as the underdog, like we

really were.”

The themes espoused at the news conference were the same that appeared in

the statement Ellis read the day before as well as the letter sent to Craddick that

morning.  After the news conference, Rindy emailed a memo to Dunnam titled “A

Message About Message,” where he offered words of encouragement along with

strategic points for handling the media through Thursday.70

In Austin, I was handling media calls fast and furiously.  It had been decided

earlier that I would contact Turner with all requests for interviews.  Working with the

members, Turner would make sure an interviewee was found and informed of time,

location, and media outlet.  I would call back the media, letting them know who

would be the interviewee and providing them with biographical information or

anything else they needed.

 That system was in place for three days.  We set up interviews for media

outlets as far away as London, England.  CNN was very persistent.  One producer

called on Tuesday asking for a member to appear on Crossfire, and then she called

back on Wednesday asking for different members to appear at 3 p.m. on Inside

Politics, 3:30 p.m. on Crossfire, and 4 p.m. on Wolf Blitzer.  There was little

                                                  
70 See Appendix N for the “Message about a Message” memo from Rindy.
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problem finding members to appear on these programs.  There was a problem,

however, finding members to fill the requests from Fox News.  On Wednesday, I

was told to tell Fox News that the members were booked, tied up in meetings, or on

conference calls and could not appear on its programs.  The decision was made after

members  were badly treated by the conservative hosts of the news shows.

Feeding the Beast

By Wednesday, a routine had emerged.  As Dunnam recalled, “We had to have two

events a day. Garnet was best at understanding the need for timing things. We had to

give something to the media by noon and before 5 p.m.”

Around 8 a.m., Gallego would read the thick pile of newspaper clips that

Turner had assembled at dawn.  “I reviewed what happened the day before,” Gallego

said, “paying attention to what we did wrong and right.”  All the members would

gather for the morning meeting at 9 a.m., which really meant 10 a.m.  The meetings

were more to supply television cameras with a shot for the noon news.  “We made a

conscious effort to contrast ourselves with the Republicans, so we let the media into

our business meetings to show who was really working,” Gallego said.  “It was the

most important tactic, us meeting every day as we would in the House.  It was

important for the cameras to see.  Republicans were on the (House) floor throwing a

football while we were discussing school finance and insurance reform.”

The morning meeting would not begin until every member was present.  In

addition to the 47 members who had ridden on the buses, two members drove in
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from their homes in Dallas and Houston.  Laney, of course, flew his airplane.  One

El Paso member was in New Mexico, while a member from Brownsville who suffers

from a serious heart condition hid out in New Orleans to be close to a heart hospital.

“All the members had to be there to show unity, solidarity,” Turner said.

“They didn’t want rumors to start that someone had gone back.”

It was a little bitty meeting room, Turner recalled, big enough to house all the

members, but just barely. Outside in the hallway, all the reporters would be lined up.

“God, they were just sitting out there, waiting impatiently, ticked off that they had to

be there,” Turner said. “But when the door opened, you’d think Michael Jackson was

going to come out.  It became a zoo, a riot.  They were knocking each other over to

get inside.  One cameraman hit some reporter with his camera trying to get the best

shot of the members sitting around eating breakfast.” Turner laughed. “It was very

surreal, very funny.”

John Mabry, a freshman from Waco and Dunnam’s law partner, always

called the roll. Then a member would recite a prayer.  The message of the morning

would be on every member’s lips.  And it would be reiterated at the noon press

conference.  Then the members would be bombarded by the journalists.  Some

interviews went better than others.

“I would sit down with the folks after the media interviews,” Gallego said,

“and I would have to calm some of them down.  I would have to tell them that yes,
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Republicans have two horns and a tail, but we have to tone down the rhetoric.  We

don’t want to be inflammatory, we want to be statesman-like.”

Rindy was on standby, waiting to dispense advice whenever a member called.

“I talked to Dunnam every day,” Rindy said.  He would receive phone calls

throughout the day, “asking me to send copies of brief notes with useful quotes.  I

basically told them to stick to the message, don’t deviate” from the agreed-upon

frames.

Since reporters were around all the time, the trio was keenly aware of the

need to supply new images, new information to keep the journalists interested.  “I’d

be standing outside,” Dunnam said, “and a reporter would come up to me and say,

‘I’ve gotta have something by five p.m. or I’m going back to Dallas.’”

To satisfy their craving, the three leaders used spontaneous events to their

advantage.  For example, within hours after they were discovered, the Killer Ds

received all sorts of goodie bags from fans and supporters.  “There was such an

amazing outpouring of support,” Gallego said. “People sent us cookies, toothbrushes,

flowers.  It was a pleasant surprise.”  And it provided reporters with a new story

angle that focused on the “Care about Constituents, All Texans” frame.  The media

especially ate up the offering by country music legend Willie Nelson, who sent the

renegade lawmakers bottles of whiskey and red bandanas.  That particular goodie

bag provided a great photo opportunity for the WD40s.
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When talking to reporters, the Killer Ds often hedged on the question of how

many Democrats were in Ardmore.  It wasn’t because they didn’t know.  It was

because only 50 members were actually in Ardmore; and that number was one shy of

preventing a quorum. Even though the members knew there were two other

legislators hiding out in Louisiana and New Mexico, some of them couldn’t shake

the uneasiness they felt.  What if one of them went back home? Anything less than

defeat of the redistricting bill would mean the end of their political careers.

“We had to provide the members with a certain comfort level,” Coleman

said.  After all, the members needed to remain in Oklahoma through Thursday; and

there were only so many antacids they could take in a 24-hour period.  To calm the

nerves, Coleman suggested sending a plane to pick up Paul Moreno in New Mexico.

As the longest serving member in the House (along with Craddick), the El Paso

legislator has a reputation as an agitator both on and off the floor.  Never part of the

“Speaker’s Team” – and there have been a few speakers since he took office in 1970

– Moreno has always been content to be the liberal voice in a perpetually

conservative House.  So, no one was more pleased when Dunnam suggested the

walkout.  To Moreno, the rebellion signified a return to the activist principles he has

been advocating for the past five decades.

When the wheelchair-bound Moreno showed up at the Holiday Inn, there was

almost a collective sigh of relief.  And it made a compelling news story, fitting nicely

into the “Care about Constituents, All Texans” frame.  “We were joyous when
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Moreno got there,” Coleman said. “We let (the media) see what was important to us,

and we allowed them to show” how important Moreno’s arrival was to the group

from a tactical and emotional standpoint.

Gallego agreed. “When Moreno showed up, it was the icing on the cake.”

During the first two days in Ardmore, a couple of legislators would

periodically be working on a letter to Craddick.  The Killer Ds had already sent a

letter to Craddick Tuesday morning; this one would be another poke at the Speaker.

“They were obsessing about this letter,” Dunnam said. “I just didn’t feel right about

sending it out.” Dunnam paused. “I knew I wasn’t going to send it out. I just let them

play with it, to give them something to do.”

But a funny thing happened.  The media kept asking, “What are you doing?”

They weren’t doing anything.  So, Dunnam did something.  “Enough time had gone

by” since he had figuratively walked away from the letter.  “Something clicked in

me.  I got the letter, and I rewrote it.”

The letter, which kept to the Killer Ds frames, went out over Dunnam’s

signature late Wednesday.71  It also subtly requested a conversation with Craddick.

“I procrastinated, but if we had sent it out when the other people wanted to, we

wouldn’t have gotten the last day hit from the media.”

“It was a risk,” Coleman remembered. “We were afraid that if Craddick

accepted” the invitation to open the dialogue between the two sides, “then we would

                                                  
71 See Appendix O for the letter to Speaker Craddick by Dunnam.
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be screwed.” Craddick refused to talk with the Killer Ds.  “It made us look serious

when (Republicans) were still joking.”  And it corresponded with the “Should be

Focusing on Other Issues” frame.

From Monday night through Thursday night, the Killer Ds filled the media’s

insatiable appetite with the frames they had crafted before leaving for Oklahoma.

Up until the last moment, as the members boarded the buses for the trip home,

photographers were getting every shot.  Meanwhile, the reporters were fighting over

who would ride on the buses.  The journalists conducted their own pool, and three

names were chosen: Jack Douglas of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Laylan Copelin

of the Austin American-Statesman, and Angela Brown of the Associated Press in

Dallas.  Other reporters followed the caravan in their personal vehicles.

As the buses closed in on the Texas state line, Coleman insisted they stop at

the state line for a photo opportunity. “People were ready to go home, and there were

differing opinions on whether we should stop, but I wanted the media to have

pictures of us crossing the state line,” Coleman said. “It came down to this important

image of us crossing back over into Texas, and how happy we were to be there.”

The Reporters

The 78th Legislative session was atypical long before the Killer Ds left for Ardmore.

In previous sessions, the House floor often resembled a scene from “The Three

Stooges,” with members of both parties poking each other in the eye one minute and

pulling together to pass legislation a few minutes later.  House Speakers, of course,
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would send out their lieutenants to lean on some members if the vote for a must-have

bill was going to be close.  But in the end, it was up to the individual legislators to

decide what was in the best interest of their constituents.

This session was different.  The floor was more controlled. Moderate

Republicans would complain of “broken arms” after the twisting they received from

party leaders intent on passing legislation not by a one or two vote margin but by an

overwhelming majority.

From their ringside seat, the Texas media saw the story unfold. “The Texas

press, most of them knew what was going on (during the session),” Dunnam said.

So when Democrats went to Oklahoma, the media understood the level of frustration

among the rebel members. “They didn’t give us any slack,” Dunnam recalled. “But

they knew we weren’t goofing off.  They knew this was a big, big deal for us to

leave the state like we did.”

Gallego agreed. “I think, in terms of right and wrong, that reporters knew we

were right.  Reporters are citizens of Texas, too.  They have more than just a

professional interest (in state government).  Things in the House were really bad,

especially when Washington-style politics were brought in.  They also had their own

experiences with the Speaker and the Governor, so they could relate to what we were

doing.”

The relationships between the legislators and the Texas reporters had been

nurtured for years.  In Austin, the journalists have direct access to House members,
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who, because of budget constraints, often don’t have press secretaries on staff.

Unlike senators and statewide officeholders, representatives have a reputation for

being their own spokesmen.  And that was evident in how the two sides operated in

Ardmore.

On the open campus, reporters would walk up to members they knew and ask

them for their thoughts on the situation.  The members, in turn, would emphasize the

four frames, which provided valid explanations for the out-of-state trip.

That’s not to say Texas journalists weren’t aggressive when interviewing the

Killer Ds.  “Aren’t you really running away?” Turner recalled reporters asking some

of the members. “Why didn’t you stay there and fight?” At the same time, however,

“reporters did get it.  But they had to play the devil’s advocate.  That’s their job.”

Gallego elaborated.  “Whether (reporters) are your friends or not, they are not

ever really your friend when the story is so big.  It was fine for members to hang out

and be friendly to the media, but they had to understand that the reporters had a story

to write.”

It was easier for legislators to remember that mantra when the reporters were

from out-of-state.  “Dealing with Fox (News), those people get their talking points

from DeLay,” Dunnam said. “I tried to defend us as well as possible.”  Dunnam

wasn’t alone in his feelings about Fox News.  “Fox News was so hostile,” Turner

recalled. “Here it was, this national story, and they treated us like stepchildren.  I just

think if you’re going to talk to representatives, you should at least be civil.”
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In Washington, D.C., Martin Frost’s office was busy selling the story to the

Washington press corps.  “It was Texas, and reporters outside of Texas think of

Texas, Louisiana, as having crazy politics,” Angle said. “It took quite a bit of work

to sell it as something other than a cartoonish Texas thing.”

Frost served as the point person in D.C., and his office each morning put

together fact sheets that were sent to reporters in Washington and Austin.  “I had our

press people talk to the national press on background,” Angle recalled. “The print

media had followed the story for a while, so they knew a little about the issue.  The

camera press didn’t know the issue at all.  We had to make things simple for them,

which required more of our time talking to them on background.”

The Killer Ds realized early on that the national media was interested in the

U.S. House Majority Leader’s involvement in his home state’s redistricting map.

“And (the Tom DeLay power grab) frame worked,” Angle said. “The national media

latched on to the idea that Tom DeLay was a bad guy,” and that he was in meddling

in Texas’ business “for all the wrong reasons.”

David vs. Goliath

Hundreds of Texans waited on the front lawn of the Capitol Friday morning to catch

a glimpse of their heroes.  Even a couple of Republican legislators were milling

around the crowd taking keepsake pictures.  In four days, these guys had gone from

relative obscurity to become the rock stars of the Texas Democratic Party.  When

Dunnam walked through the Capitol doors with other Killer Ds a step behind him,
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the scene resembled the walk by the astronauts in “The Right Stuff.”  They had been

where no legislators had been before, and now they were just glad to be on Texas

soil.

The crowd burst out in shouts, whoops, and applause as the members lined up

on the front steps and waved.  For this moment, the Democrats had won.  The

congressional redistricting bill was dead for this session.  It would be months before

they realized the magnitude of what they had actually accomplished in Oklahoma.

Before leaving for Ardmore, the interviewees agreed that the frames were

crafted with their constituents in mind.  “Ultimately,” Dunnam said, “we had to

justify the trip to our constituents.” But at some point, the audience became much

wider, and the media coverage took on greater importance.

“We began to realize we were energizing voters across the country in a way

we never thought possible,” Gallego said.

Coleman agreed. “This was not just politics. It was a movement.”

In the end, “something was started that benefits us all,” Rindy said. “The real

audience was Democrats at every level.  And the Killer Ds had a profound impact on

their audience. It galvanized the party.”
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Chapter Five
The Content Analysis

Each of the interviewees had his favorite frame, the one he thought told the story of

the Killer Ds trip to Ardmore in a way that resonated with the audience.  None of the

interviewees chose “current districts are legal,” maybe because it was too dry.  This

was the frame that spoke to the legal issues in redistricting, and while a judge might

find this of interest, the court of public opinion probably would not.  It was an

important frame in providing background information for the news stories, but the

interviewees felt the other three frames provided the members with a more

sympathetic position.

Only one interviewee chose “should be focusing on other issues.” Gallego

sensed that the public was outraged by the idea that legislators would be focusing on

the divisive redistricting bill instead of the serious issues of the day.  He believed this

frame’s inclusion in news stories countered the perception by some that the Killer Ds

were lazy and not working.

Not surprisingly, Rindy and Angle chose “Tom DeLay power grab.”

Working on the national stage, Angle knew the out-of-state reporters would bite at

the frame suggesting the House Majority Leader was the force behind congressional

redistricting in Texas.  And Rindy, who knows that even the Bible’s plot line is one

of good vs. evil, thought the Killer Ds needed an enemy, a villain, who was their

antithesis.  DeLay fit the role.
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The remaining interviewees – Coleman, Dunnam and Turner – saw “care

about constituents, all Texans,” as the frame that might save at least 10 of the Killer

Ds from defeat in the 2004 election.  As Coleman said, “We were acting to protect

our constituency from this tyranny. And we were all together on this.  Fifty-two

people couldn’t be wrong.”

Dunnam agreed. “We had to get across to folks that we were standing up to

this attack on democracy.”  From Turner’s view, the most effective message was the

“I’m doing whatever it takes to protect my constituents.  I’m willing to do whatever

it takes to stop this thing, to protect my community.” That was the message, Turner

said, the members wanted back home.

Frames

The interviewees gave their opinions of what they hoped the daily media coverage

focused on.  What would the content analysis of 217 news articles published during

the period of May 12, 2003, to May 17, 2003, show? How often did each of the

frames appear in the news coverage?

As discussed in Chapter Three, a frame was counted only if it actually

appeared in the news article.  For each frame, the coder decided whether it was

dominant, secondary, or not mentioned.  For the initial data run, however, the three

categories were collapsed into two – mentioned and not mentioned.  This provided

an overall picture of how often each frame appeared in the news articles.
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Under this approach, a frequency table run on the four frames found that a

majority of the news articles, 179, or 82.5 percent, mentioned the “Tom DeLay

power grab” frame.  The “care about constituents, all Texans” frame, however, was

not far behind with 168, or 77.4 percent, references.  The “should be focusing on

other issues” frame was mentioned 119, or 54.8 percent, while the “current districts

are legal” frame was discussed in 69, or 31.8 percent, of the news articles.

It wasn’t enough, however, just to know how often the frames appeared in the

news stories; it was important to ask how often these frames were the focus of the

news stories.  Reporters’ reliance on news sources would dictate that the four frames

would be mentioned in most, if not all, of the news articles since the frames were the

talking points for the Killer Ds.  But reporters are not stenographers.  They determine

how much or how little a frame may appear in their articles.

Each of the frames had the opportunity to appear in all of the 217 news

articles analyzed for this study.  A frame was coded as dominant if it appeared more

often in the news article than any of the other frames.  A frame was coded as

secondary if it appeared approximately as often as any other frame in the news

article.

Table 1 reveals that all of the frames appeared more often as secondary

frames.  This suggests that, overall, the media didn’t emphasize one of the Killer Ds

frames over another.  Upon further examination, the data showed that the “Tom

DeLay power grab” frame was dominant 30.4 percent of the time it was mentioned,
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compared to 25.3 percent for the “care about constituents, all Texans” frame. When

it was referenced, the “should be focusing on other issues” frame was dominant in

5.1 percent of the articles.  The “current districts legal” frame was dominant in only

2.3 percent of the articles where it was mentioned.  Looking back at the frequency

run, it seems the dominance of the frames mirrored how often they appeared in news

articles.

Table 1 also shows that both the “care about constituents, all Texans” and the

“Tom DeLay power grab” frames were used in secondary roles 52.1 percent of the

time they were mentioned in the news articles.  The “should be focusing on other

issues” frame followed closely behind with 49.8 percent.  The “current districts

legal”  frame, however, was used in a secondary role only 29.5 percent of the time it

was mentioned in the media.  Again, it seems that journalists, even when writing

about several different ideas within one news story, did not attempt to include

information about the legal aspect of congressional redistricting.

Was there a difference in the frames employed by in-state reporters vs. out-

of-state reporters?  Out of the 217 articles, 166 were written by in-state reporters

while 51 were written by out-of-state reporters.  The numbers from the

crosstabulations showed a remarkable similarity between the frames appearing in in-

state and out-of-state news articles (see Table 2).  Given the previous results, it was

not surprising that both in-state and out-of-state reporters most often mentioned the

“Tom DeLay power grab” frame.  In-state reporters used it in 81.3 percent of their
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166 articles while out-of-state reporters employed it in 86.3 percent of their 51

articles.  What was surprising was the fact that the “care about constituents, all

Texans” frame was mentioned as often by out-of-state reporters.  This frame,

remember, was the one a majority of the interviewees wanted emphasized in media

reports.  Since the members’ constituents would understandably read in-state

publications as opposed to out-of-state media, one would imagine that in-state

reporters would use that frame more often than their out-of-state counterparts.

Compared to out-of-state reporters, who mentioned the “care about constituents, all

Texans” frame in 86.3 percent of their stories, in-state reporters mentioned it 74.7

percent.

Table 1
Role of Each Frame in All Articles

Dominant Secondary Not
Mentioned

Total
Percent

Total
Number

Frame 1
Care about

Constituents

25.3% 52.1% 22.6% 100.0% 217

Frame 2
Should be

focusing on
other issues

5.1% 49.8% 45.2% 100.1% 217

Frame 3
Current

districts legal

2.3% 29.5% 68.2% 100.0% 217

Frame 4
Tom DeLay
power grab

30.4% 52.1% 17.5% 100.0% 217
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Table 2
Use of Frames by In-State and Out-of-State Reporters

In-State Reporter
(166 stories)

Out-of-State Reporter
(51 stories)

Frame 1
Care about Constituents

74.7%* 86.3%

Frame 2
Should be focusing on other

issues

59.6% 39.2%

Frame 3
Current districts legal

35.5% 19.6%

Frame 4
Tom DeLay power grab

81.3% 86.3%

*This number represents the percentage of the 166 news stories written by in-state
reporters that contained the “care about constituents, all Texans” frame.

The “should be focusing on other issues” frame was mentioned in 59.6

percent of the articles written by in-state reporters while it was used in 39.2 percent

of stories by out-of-state reporters.  The least used frame was “current districts

legal,” with it appearing in 35.5 percent of articles by in-state reporters and in 19.6

percent of out-of-state news stories.

In the Interview Chapter, Gallego and Coleman pointed out that race should

not become the focus of media coverage.  A qualitative examination of all the

articles revealed that none of them mentioned race nor that the members used the

“race card” as a reason for their run to Oklahoma.
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Sources

During the interviews, the three leaders spoke of specific members they recruited to

be spokespeople for the Killer Ds.  In analyzing the media coverage, one of the

questions asked was what sources were quoted in the news stories.  Of the trio,

Dunnam was quoted most often with 55 mentions; Gallego was second with 38; and

Coleman received 18.  Of the members specifically asked to be spokesmen, Eiland

was quoted 23 times; Raymond was quoted 10; and Wolens was quoted nine.

Thompson was quoted twice, while Telford was quoted only once.  The

congressional delegation, with 17 members at the time,72 was quoted in 41 instances,

and Ellis was quoted 11 times.

Was there a difference in the members quoted by in-state reporters vs. out-of-

state reporters?  Using only the Top 5 spokespersons, crosstabulations were run to

answer this question (see Table 3).  Coleman was quoted by in-state reporters in 10.8

percent of the news stories, and he wasn’t quoted at all by out-of-state reporters.

Gallego and Eiland were quoted more often by in-state reporters, with 21.7 percent

and 12 percent respectively, rather than out-of-state reporters.

Dunnam’s quotes appeared fairly evenly in articles by in-state reporters, with

24.1 percent, and out-of-state reporters, with 29.4 percent.  The congressional

delegation was quoted in 17.5 percent of articles written by in-state reporters,

compared to 23.5 percent of stories by out-of-state reporters.
                                                  
72 U.S. Rep. Ralph Hall of Rockwall switched from the Democratic Party to the Republican Party in
Fall 2003.
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These results were expected since Gallego, Eiland and Coleman are better

known among in-state reporters.  Dunnam, on the other hand, is chair of the

Democratic Caucus and both in-state and out-of-state reporters wanted to talk to the

“man in charge.” Out-of-state reporters also relied on the congressional delegation

since many of them had greater access to the members of Congress than to the Killer

Ds.

Table 3
Use of News Sources by In-State and Out-of-State Reporters

In-State Reporter
(166 stories)

Out-of-State Reporter
(51 stories)

Dunnam 24.1%* 29.4%
Gallego 21.7% 3.9%

Congressional
Delegation

17.5% 23.5%

Eiland 12.0% 5.9%
Coleman 10.8%

*This number represents the percentage of the 166 news stories written by in-state
reporters that quoted Dunnam.
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Chapter Six
Epilogue

It had been only four days, but Texas history was changed forever.  The Killer Ds

had accomplished something amazing in this age where political courage is a rare

commodity.  Legislators sometimes have a habit of wanting to know the certainty of

the outcome before they will move forward with an action.  They rely on advisers to

determine if the action would have adverse consequences to their political careers.

In this case, there was no poll taken beforehand, no statistics to show that

leaving for Ardmore was a safe thing to do politically.  Quite the contrary.  At least

10 of the Killer Ds represent Republican-leaning districts, and the flight to Oklahoma

could cost them their House seats in the 2004 general election.  The others represent

solidly Democratic districts, but that didn’t mean they wouldn’t face an angry mob

upon return to their homes.

And yet they left anyway.  They broke quorum in a way that had never been

seen before.  Armed with the belief they were taking a stand for democracy, the

members rode out a week that began with the House Speaker calling them “Chicken

Ds” and ended with a heroes welcome on the front steps of the state Capitol.

“We were absolutely successful at shining the light on what I consider to be a

very unfortunate chapter in our legislative history,” Gallego said.  “I would do it

again and not change anything.”
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As it turned out, the Killer Ds were right in their assumption that

congressional redistricting was a big deal to Tom DeLay.  They may have been

successful in preventing the redistricting bill from passing during the 78th Regular

Legislative Session, but the Governor, at the behest of DeLay, called three special

sessions over the summer and fall of 2003 to attain passage of a new map.

It took three sessions, and millions of dollars, because there was little

consensus for a congressional map not only between the two parties, but also among

the Republicans themselves.  At one point during the third session, with the

Governor out of state, DeLay actually ran between the two chambers trying to force

an agreement among West Texas Republicans.  In October, a congressional map that

should eliminate all 10 white Democrats finally passed the Legislature and was

signed by Gov. Rick Perry.

“In the final analysis,” Gallego said. “(The Republicans) got what they

wanted.  But it came at a price.”

After a few rocky months, the Senate has returned to its bipartisan roots.  Lt.

Gov. David Dewhurst, a Republican, has worked steadily to bring all the senators

together as other issues begin to eclipse congressional redistricting in Texas.  The

House, on the other hand, remains as divided today as it was during the 78th

Legislative Session, which, to some, isn’t such a bad thing.  For while the House

may be divided, a true minority party has emerged, ensuring that all of Texas’

diverse voices are heard.
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Chapter Seven
Discussion

This exploratory study has attempted to determine the process by which the Killer Ds

crafted the frames for the media to describe their trip to Ardmore.  Depending on the

interviewee, the process was organized and efficient, or it was by the seat of their

pants.  They all agreed, however, that creating a message for the media was

important.  As a matter of fact, the legislators unknowingly followed the principles

of what has been described in public relations literature as “strategic

communication,” defined as intentional communication undertaken by a business or

nonprofit organization which has a purpose and a plan, in which alternatives are

considered and decisions are justified. A common purpose of strategic

communication is to build understanding and support for ideas and causes.73

In his book, Strategic Planning for Public Relations, Smith lays out a model

called the Nine Steps of Strategic Public Relations.74  Of course, the members did

not have these nine steps in hand as they prepared their communication strategy, but

it is interesting how many of the steps they abided by during the planning process.

The nine steps begin with analyzing the situation, which, according to the

interviewees, Gallego, Coleman and Dunnam did on May 8 when they discussed the

inevitable placement of the congressional redistricting bill on the House Major State
                                                  
73 R. D. Smith, Strategic Planning for Public Relations, Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
2002, pp. 2-3.

74 Smith, pp. 9-11.
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Calendar.  Out of the 150 members in the Texas House of Representatives, only 62

are Democrats.  It would be impossible for the minority party to stop the legislation

from advancing to the Senate.   But the trio could not allow this unprecedented mid-

census redistricting proposal to pass the House floor.

The second step involves a candid and careful look at the organization.  In

this case, the three leaders kept in mind the differences among the Democratic

membership.  A couple of the 62 Democrats would be voting with the Republicans

on the redistricting bill, which left few options for the trio to consider.

The third step deals with identifying and analyzing key publics.  For

politicians, the key publics are their constituents.  The media are also considered

publics but mainly because they are the conduit between lawmakers and their

constituencies.  The fourth step focuses on the expected impact of the

communication on those publics.  Legislators are keenly aware of the need to rally

public support behind whatever they choose to undertake.

The fifth step involves formulating action and response strategies.  When

Dunnam first suggested the idea of breaking quorum to ensure the legislation's

demise, it was not immediately embraced as a viable course of action.  But after

discussions between the interviewees, it began to take on a life of its own.  Once the

decision was made to leave the state, the real work began.  For two days, the trio

went back and forth on which members to ask to participate in the walkout.  They

also had to determine how to sell the walkout to the members they approached,
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hoping those legislators would not accidentally let the plan slip into idle

conversation.  The trio also spent time crafting frames that best described why

leaving for Ardmore, which was a drastic course of action, was the only course of

action available to stop the congressional redistricting bill from being heard on the

House floor.

The sixth step deals with the decisions about the message, such as the content

of the message and the sources who present that message.  Early on, the three leaders

had agreed as to what they did and did not want to see in news reports.  Those ideas,

along with the feedback from their colleagues, became the basis for the four frames

mentioned by all the interviewees.  The messages were as follows:

Frame 1 – Care about Constituents, all Texans
Frame 2 – Should be Focusing on other Issues
Frame 3 – Current Districts Legal
Frame 4 – Tom DeLay Power Grab/Washington-Style Politics

Which news sources would be the group’s primary spokesmen was not left to

chance.  As the interviewees discussed in detail, they chose specific members to

present the Killer Ds’ messages in news conferences and news programs.

The seventh step focuses on choosing communication tactics, which can

include face-to-face communication, organizational media (controlled media), news

media (uncontrolled media), and advertising.  Given the nature of the event, the news

media were the only option available to the Killer Ds.  The trio knew that the

members would have to accommodate the journalists to get their frames in the
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media.  So, the Killer Ds pled their case to reporters using all the tools at their

disposal.  They already had cultivated friendships with many of the in-state reporters

who covered the Texas Legislature.  They had an established rapport with the

journalists, and they used that relationship to their advantage.  But the camaraderie

between politician and reporter does not solely account for the Killer Ds’ ability to

transfer their frames into the news stories.  At the end of the day, after all, reporters

still had a job to do.  And it was the needs of the job that allowed the members to

effectively tell their story to the folks back home.

They scheduled news conferences at noon and 5 p.m. to coincide with media

deadlines.  They “fed the beast” by providing new material for the media’s daily

news articles along with having members always available for an interview.  They

contacted their hometown editorial boards to discuss congressional redistricting and

how the maps affected their area of the state.  They were never too tired to talk to

reporters about why they were in Oklahoma and what they hoped to accomplish.

The eighth step involves implementation of the communication program.

From the interviews, it was apparent that the three leaders had created a set of talking

points that remained consistent throughout the Killer Ds journey.  As documents

showed, the frames could be found in the group’s talking points, letters to Speaker

Craddick, and statements to the media.

The interesting point is that once the frames were crafted, they never

changed.  Apparently, there wasn’t even a discussion about changing the frames. The
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Killer Ds had a message strategy and they stuck with it.  The frames didn’t change

even in Ardmore, where the addition of more people might have increased the

possibility of talking “off point.”  But it appears that a makeshift plan ensured that

the legislators were on the same page.  Nothing would be released to the media

without all 51 members signing off on it.  This requirement allowed each lawmaker

to have ownership in the media message.  And despite disagreements among the

membership, everyone stayed focused on the frames.  It probably helped that the

frames were broad enough to take account of spontaneous events such as the

incredible support from the public and the arrival of Rep. Paul Moreno, both of

which fell within the “care about constituents, all Texans” frame.

In interviews with journalists, the legislators consciously worked in all the

talking points in the hopes that the subsequent news reports would be framed as the

Killer Ds, in an effort to protect their constituents from Tom DeLay’s unprecedented

power grab, decided to break quorum as allowed by the Constitution to point out that

the House should be focusing on the important issues of the day rather than a

controversial congressional redistricting bill, especially since we already have a

court-approved map.  Of course, it took some members several sentences to get

through all the talking points.

The final step deals with the evaluation and assessment of the strategic plan.

While no formal evaluation of the plan occurred after the Killer Ds returned to
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Austin, it could be argued that the plan’s effectiveness will be determined at the

election polls in November.

In the meantime, it seems that the media listened to what the Killer Ds had to

say.  A content analysis of 217 news articles showed that news reports did indeed

include the frames put forth by the legislators.  The Top 2 frames were “Tom DeLay

power grab/Washington-style politics,” which appeared in 82.5 percent of the

articles, and “care about constituents, all Texans,” which appeared in 77.4 percent of

the stories.

It wasn’t surprising that the “Tom DeLay power grab” frame would be the

most used of the Killer Ds talking points.  As noted by many mass media scholars,75

journalists love to write about conflict.  It’s so much more entertaining than harmony

and peace.  When the members would talk about Tom DeLay bringing his

Washington-style politics to the Texas House, the media picked up on the tension in

those statements.  That was a story line they could bite into.  And the fact that DeLay

brought the Homeland Security Department into the story didn’t hurt matters, either.

Both in-state and out-of-state reporters found much to chew on when it came to

writing about the involvement of the federal agency created to search for terrorists.

The idea that DeLay would encourage the agency to use its resources to track down

                                                  
75 See, for example, P. Shoemaker and S. Reese, Mediating the Message: Theories of Influence on
Mass Media Content, New York: Longman Publishing Group, 1991, p. 91;and T. Patterson, Out of
Control, New York: Vintage Books, 1994, pp.135-144.
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the missing Texas legislators shocked and dismayed the members, who didn’t

hesitate to voice their opinions to the media.

As for the “care about constituents” frame, the media may have chosen to

write about that one because the members were pushing it.  In Chapter Five, Turner

noted that this was the message that the members wanted their constituents to read.

This was the message that said the Killer Ds were united in their fight to protect the

people of Texas against anti-democratic forces.  So it wouldn’t be surprising if the

Killer Ds ran around the Holiday Inn telling reporters that they were in Oklahoma to

protect the folks back home.  In turn, it would follow, that the media would focus on

that frame more often than the one about “current districts legal.”

What was surprising, however, was that out-of-state reporters mentioned the

“care about constituents, all Texans” frame as often as the “Tom DeLay power grab”

frame.  In Chapter Four, the interviewees discussed how they approached in-state

and out-of-state reporters.  It seemed that the legislators and the Texas reporters

shared a commonality in dealing with the changes brought by the new House regime.

The out-of-state reporters, on the other hand, needed extra assistance in

understanding the background for the trip to Ardmore.

The content analysis revealed that, despite the differences in reporters, the

news articles were remarkably similar in the frames emphasized.  In-state reporters

used the “Tom DeLay power grab” frame in 81.3 percent of their 166 articles while

out-of-state reporters employed it in 86.3 percent of their 51 articles.  The “care
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about constituents, all Texans” frame also was mentioned in 86.3 percent of the

articles written by out-of-state reporters.  In-state reporters used this frame in 74.7

percent of their stories.  A separate examination of the articles by out-of-state

reporters showed an emphasis on the solidarity between the Killer Ds and other

Democratic state legislators in Colorado, California, Florida, and, of course,

Oklahoma.  The support package from Willie Nelson also drew national attention.

Perhaps this finding can be explained by the phenomenon called “pack

journalism,” which refers to reporters who, because they come into close contact

with one another while covering controlled events, wind up reporting things the same

way.76  More often than not, reporters rely on each other for ideas and confirmation

of their respective news judgments.77  This “groupthink” manifests itself in similar

news articles, since journalists are less likely to stray from the “pack” and write

something different than their colleagues.

In this case, out-of-state reporters may have relied on their in-state

counterparts for determining which frames to emphasize in their news stories.

Perhaps the out-of-state reporters, knowing they didn’t have a sufficient grasp of the

issue to make independent decisions on what frames to emphasize, chose instead to

follow the lead of the in-state reporters when writing their news stories.  That also

may explain why journalists did not cover the event as a “race thing.”  Since the

                                                  
76 Bennett, pp. 164-165.
77 Shoemaker and Reese, pp. 101-102.  See also T. Crouse, The boys on the bus: Riding with the
campaign press corps, New York: Random House, 1972.
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coalition of Democrats who came together to fight congressional redistricting was

black, brown and white, the three leaders (themselves, black, brown and white)

wanted to ensure that race did not become a factor, hence the need to present to the

media a diversity of faces.  It was essential for the media to not be diverted by the

issue of race.  That meant that the legislators themselves could not bring race into the

discussion.

And, sure enough, the media followed the members’ lead.  Given the number

of reporters who went to Ardmore, it would be expected that at least one journalist

would write about the racial aspect of congressional redistricting, which, particularly

for southern states that fall under the federal Voting Rights Act, often is portrayed as

a minority vs. white phenomenon.  But neither in-state nor out-of-state reporters

mentioned race in any of the news articles examined for this study.

A closer look at the frames also revealed that the media most often used them

in combinations.  For instance, the “Tom DeLay power grab” frame was only

dominant 30.4 percent of the time it was mentioned, and the “care about constituents,

all Texans” frame was only dominant 25.3 percent when it was referenced.  The

other two frames didn’t break double digits. These results suggest that the media

used a combination of the frames when writing about the Killer Ds, perhaps in an

attempt to be objective or unbiased.

This study did not examine Republican frames, specifically because I didn’t

have access to the GOP leadership to confirm what frames, if any, it chose to
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promote during the week the Killer Ds were gone.  This was a story about the Killer

Ds.  They knew ahead of time they were going to break quorum on May 12; and they

planned for that event.  The Republicans, conversely, did not prepare for the

Democrats’ trip to Ardmore.  They were placed in a position of having to respond to

the Democrats’ charges against them.  Not that that wouldn’t make an interesting

investigation.  A future study might explore this event from the Republicans’ point-

of-view.  How did they attempt to frame media coverage of the Killer Ds run for the

border?

As for the Killer Ds as news sources, the data suggests that not many of the

chosen spokesmen were quoted in news articles. Besides the trio, Eiland and the

congressional delegation were spotlighted far more often than Wolens, Raymond,

Thompson, Telford, and Ellis, who all received minimal mentions.  It makes sense

that Dunnam and the congressional delegation, with 55 and 41 mentions

respectively, would be the Top 2 news sources.  As chair of the House Democratic

Caucus, and the mastermind behind the trip to Oklahoma, Dunnam was the man

everyone wanted to talk to.  Out-of-state reporters, many of whom were in

Washington, D.C. bureaus, also relied on the congressional delegation since they had

greater access to the members of Congress than to the Killer Ds.

Perhaps the different news sources weren’t quoted as often in print but

appeared in broadcast reports about the event.  During those few days, I know

Wolens could be found on various CNN programs.  As Gallego pointed out, “We
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made sure that the people on TV were the faster smart assess, who could come up

with quips.  Steve Wolens did a lot of TV because he could be smiling at you and

slapping you down at the same time.”

Since this research focused on only the print media, a future examination

might delve into broadcast reports shown on both network affiliates and cable news

channels.  It might be interesting to see if the claims made by the Killer Ds regarding

their treatment by Fox News bears out in an investigation of those reports.

In Chapter Two, the framing research was divided into two categories:

journalist-centered studies and source-centered studies.  This study would fall within

the source-centered studies.  It is true that the reporters chose which frames to

emphasize in their stories, for after all, they are the ones writing the articles.  At the

same time, however, they did use the frames promoted by the Killer Ds and ignored

another frame that the members chose not to mention.  I am not suggesting that the

media were under the Killer Ds’ spell.  I am suggesting that perhaps news sources

provide choices for the journalists to pick from when writing their reports.  In other

instances, maybe news sources limit the field of possible frames available to

journalists by emphasizing some over others.  Then again, the media may have been

more complicit in this case because the news sources were elected officials who had

prepared, to some degree, for the media’s onslaught.  Would a nonprofit organization

have been able to control the coverage like the Killer Ds?
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By stepping outside the box of traditional framing research, this study shows

the richness of information available to scholars who want to mine this often

overlooked portion of the field.  Typically, researchers must extrapolate from news

releases and news conferences to determine what frames news sources were

promoting.  Rarely is there an opportunity for researchers to discuss with the news

sources the process by which they crafted those frames, even though this is a vital

stage in the practice of framing.  By interviewing the key players in a major media

event, this study contributes to a small, but hopefully growing area of framing

research that delves into the news sources’ attempts to frame their issues for the

media, and consequently, the public.

In the end, the Killer Ds were able to communicate their frames to the media

because they believed in what they were doing.  As I told the reporters that Monday

morning, the Democrats left because they trust in a principle and a process, and they

were standing up for their beliefs.  Only time will tell how the Killer Ds will be

remembered in Texas history.
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APPENDIX A

May 12, 2003

Ms. Jennifer Teigen
Voting Clerk

Steven R. Collins, Esq.
Parliamentarian
House of Representatives

Dear Ms. Tiegen and Mr. Collins:

I have been entrusted with assuring the delivery of the
attached letters from Members of the House affirming that
they will be not be present at the floor session beginning on
May 12, 2003, and requesting that their voting machines be
locked and not unlocked until they personally return.

Pursuant to House Rule 5, Sec. 46, I am requesting that
each of you take all necessary and immediate steps to lock the
voting machines of these Members whose letters are attached
to this letter until they personally appear on the House floor,
and that you do so before the House convenes at 10:00 a.m.
May 12, 2003, and before the registration of Members for the
day. Because of the number of members who will not be in
attendance, I would ask that the House strictly enforce Rule 5,
Sections 45 and 47, and observe Rule 5, Sections 1 and 6.

Thank you for your assistance with this matter.

Sincerely,

Jim Dunnam
Member of the House
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APPENDIX B

Interview Questions for the Legislators

At what point in the discussions between certain members, congressional staff and
consultants did you focus on media strategy?  Was it from the beginning when y’all
were planning on getting members to leave because redistricting had been put on the
agenda, or was it later?

Do you remember specifically when y’all found out that redistricting was going to be
on the agenda for May 12?

During the first discussions, who was in the room?

Describe the process for arriving at the frames used.  Was there a lot of back and
forth, going over what would and wouldn’t work in your opinions?  Or was it pretty
much, this is what we have to say and no questions about it?

What were the frames used?

Who came up with the frames that were used?

Ultimately, who was your audience for the frames you used?

What was the first strategy that y’all agreed on?

Was there any question that y’all needed to come up with a media strategy? Without
giving specific names, was any one in the room hesitant about the need to frame this
issue/event?

Prior to leaving, was there any discussion of who would be the spokespeople for this
event?  If so, who did y’all suggest and why?

Were there any particular frames from y’all that you wanted to see in the media more
than others?

On Monday, were you shocked at the media’s reaction to your leaving?

During the four days you were gone, were there ever discussions on changing the
frames?
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Did you find it different talking to in-state reporters vs. out-of-state reporters?  If so,
in what ways?

Did you feel your relationship with in-state reporters served you well during this
event?

How receptive do you feel the reporters were to your frames?  Did you ever feel they
were unfair?

Were there ongoing discussions in Ardmore about media strategies?  If so, who and
what did they involve?

In your opinion, do you feel you succeeded in framing the issue and event for the
media?

Hindsight is 20/20.  If you had it to do over again, what, if anything, would you
change?

Interview with Matt Angle

At what point did you come into the discussions about the media strategy for going
to Ardmore?

Why did you feel it was important they have a media strategy?

Describe the process for arriving at the frames used.

What were the frames used?

What did you think of the frames? Given your experience, in what ways did you
think the frames would be effective?

From a national perspective, how did you think the frames would be received?

Whose idea was it to get the TX congressional delegation involved with speeches on
the floor Tuesday morning?

What exactly was the involvement of the delegation members?

What did you think of the overall strategy? What did you think the strategy should
involve?
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Ultimately, who did you think the Killer Ds audience should be?

Do you know who came up with the name “Killer Ds?”  What did you think of the
name when you first heard it?

What frames did you want to see in the media more than others?

On Monday, were you shocked at the media’s reaction to them leaving or did you
expect a media circus?

While they were in Ardmore, what was your role?

During the four days they were gone, were there ever discussions on changing the
frames?  What did those discussions entail?

In your opinion, which frames do you think were successful? Which frames were not
so successful?

Interview with Dean Rindy

At what point did you come into the discussions about the media strategy for going
to Ardmore?

Why did you feel it was important they have a media strategy?

Describe the process for arriving at the frames used.

What were the frames used?

Who came up with the frames that were used?

What did you think of the frames? Given your experience, in what ways did you
think the frames would be effective?

What did you think of the overall strategy? What did you think the strategy should
involve?

Ultimately, who did you think the Killer Ds audience should be?
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Do you know who came up with the name “Killer Ds?”  What did you think of the
name when you first heard it?

What frames did you want to see in the media more than others?

On Monday, were you shocked at the media’s reaction to them leaving or did you
expect a media circus?

While they were in Ardmore, what was your role?

During the four days they were gone, were there ever discussions on changing the
frames?  What did those discussions entail?

What were your thoughts on out-of-state vs. in-state reporters as far as how the Killer
Ds should handle interviews with them?

In your opinion, which frames do you think were successful? Which frames were not
so successful?

Interview with Chris Turner

Do you know who came up with the name “Killer Ds?”  What did you think of the
name when you first heard it?

What frames did you want to see in the media more than others?

On Monday, were you shocked at the media’s reaction to them leaving or did you
expect a media circus?

Describe the atmosphere in Ardmore as it relates to the media, constituents, others.
What were the reporters doing?

What news organizations were represented?

Describe your typical day in Ardmore as it relates to the members and the media.

While y’all were in Ardmore, did you hear of any discussions on changing the
frames?   What did those discussions entail?

Describe your interaction with reporters.
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Describe the members’ interaction with reporters – both in state and out-of-state.

In your opinion, which frames do you think were successful? Which frames were not
so successful?
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APPENDIX C

Talking Points

• We have been working day and night to solve the real issues facing
Texas families, but we will not be part of Tom DeLay’s outrageous
power grab that tears apart Texas communities and deprives rural
voters, African Americans, and Hispanics of a meaningful voice in
choosing their Member of Congress.

• When the leadership tells us there is not time to deal with school
finance or cut property taxes, and knowing that we still must resolve
issues like the state budget crisis and insurance reform, the fact that an
unnecessary redistricting bill was placed at the top of the House
calendar is unconscionable.

• We have too much respect for Texas voters to allow the House to be
sidetracked by partisan games instead of working on the real priorities
facing Texas families.  We do not take our responsibilities lightly, and
we are working to uphold the oaths we took to serve our constituents
and the people of Texas.

• The redistricting plan scheduled for consideration by the Texas House
is the ultimate act of political greed – it is undemocratic, unjust and
unprecedented.  It’s a power grab by Tom DeLay, pure and simple.
The current congressional plan has been found constitutional by the
United States Supreme Court and in compliance with the Voting
Rights Act.

• Based on the 2002 statewide election results, the current
congressional plan already favors Republicans in 20 of the 32
districts, but in the elections for Congress the voters chose to split
their tickets and elect Texas Democrats.

• Tom DeLay shows no respect for Texas voters.  He doesn’t want
districts Republicans can win – he wants districts they can’t lose.

• Many Republicans privately oppose this redistricting plan and Texas
newspapers have editorialized against it.  We do redistricting every
ten years, not whenever those in power demand it.
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• House Democrats took a stand for fair play for all Texans by refusing
to provide a quorum for Tom DeLay’s power grab when the Texas
House has important business to do, including: a $10 billion budget
shortfall, a school finance crisis, a troubled economy, insurance abuse
and a health care crisis.
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APPENDIX D

Code Book
Killer Ds Influence on Media Frames

V1.  Story identification. Number ___________
V2.  Story day (month and date) ___________

V3.  Byline      1. in-state reporter
2.  out-of-state reporter

V4.  Frame 1 1. Dominant
        (Care about constituents, all Texans) 2. Secondary

3. Not Mentioned

V5.  Frame 2 1. Dominant
        (Should be focusing on other issues) 2. Secondary

3.  Not Mentioned

V6.  Frame 3 1. Dominant
        (Current districts legal) 2. Secondary

3.  Not Mentioned

V7. Frame 4 1. Dominant
       (Tom DeLay power grab) 2. Secondary

3.  Not Mentioned
   

V8.  Source 1 – Jim Dunnam 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V9.  Source 2 – Pete Gallego 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V10.  Source 3 – Garnet Coleman 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V11.  Source 4 – Craig Eiland 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted
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V12.  Source 5 – Barry Telford 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V13.  Source 6 – Senfronia Thompson 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V14.  Source 7 – Steve Wolens 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V15.  Source 8 – Richard Raymond 0. Not Quoted
            1. Quoted

V16.  Source 9 –TX Congressional 0.  Not Quoted
Democrats 1.  Quoted

V17.  Source 10 – Rodney Ellis 0. Not Quoted
1. Quoted

V18.  News Organization
1. AP
2. UPI
3. San Antonio Express News
4. Cox News Service (Austin American-Statesman and Waco Tribune Herald)
5. Dallas Morning News
6. Houston Chronicle
7. Corpus Christi Caller-Times
8. Fort Worth Star-Telegram
9. Agence France Presse
10. Deutsche Presse-Agentur
11. Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
12. Washington Times
13. Washington Post
14. New York Times
15. The Hill
16. Rocky Mountain News
17. Sante Fe New Mexican
18. Toronto Star
19. The Times (London)
20. The Independent (London)
21. Atlanta Journal Constitution
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22. Journal Record Legislative Report (Okla. City)
23. Courier Mail (Australia)
24. New Zealand Herald
25. The Scotsman
26. Voice of American News
27. The Irish Times
28. Roll Call
29. Albuquerque Journal
30. Christian Science Monitor
31. Alameda Times Star
32. Riverside Press Enterprise
33. USA Today
34. St. Petersburg Times
35. Bloomberg News
36. The Economist

Coding Scheme
Killer Ds Frames

Care About Constituents, All Texans Frame
We have been working day and night to solve the real issues facing Texas families,
but we will not be part of a scheme that tears apart Texas communities and deprives
rural voters, African Americans, and Hispanics of a meaningful voice in choosing
their Member of Congress.

We do not take our responsibilities lightly, and we are working to uphold the oaths
we took to serve our constituents and the people of Texas.  This is bigger than us,
bigger than the Democratic members of Congress targeted for termination.  We are
united in our effort to protect the people of Texas.

A key event showing solidarity among members was the arrival of Rep. Paul
Moreno, who had been in New Mexico.  This frame includes support from
constituents, legislators across the country, Willie Nelson, etc.

Should be Focusing on Other Issues Frame
When the leadership tells us there is not time to deal with school finance or cut
property taxes, and knowing that we still must resolve issues like the state budget
crisis and insurance reform, the fact that an unnecessary redistricting bill was placed
at the top of the House calendar is unconscionable.
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House Democrats took a stand for fair play for all Texans by refusing to provide a
quorum for this power grab when the Texas House has important business to do,
including: a $10 billion budget shortfall, a school finance crisis, a troubled economy,
insurance abuse and a health care crisis.

This frame includes the Killer Ds sending two letters to Speaker Craddick saying if
he took redistricting off the calendar, then they would return and get back to the
business of Texas.  Key concepts include Killer Ds working in Ardmore while the
Republicans were on the House floor playing football, posting pictures on milk
cartons, and creating Iraqi-like playing cards.  Includes the Democrats’ response to
Republican allegations that important bills were dying because of the quorum break.

Current Districts Legal Frame
The redistricting plan scheduled for consideration by the Texas House is the ultimate
act of political greed – it is undemocratic, unjust and unprecedented.  The current
congressional plan has been found constitutional by the United States Supreme Court
and to be in compliance with the Voting Rights Act.

Based on the 2002 statewide election results, the current congressional plan already
favors Republicans in 20 of the 32 districts, but in the elections for Congress the
voters chose to split their tickets and elect Texas Democrats.

Under this frame fall all the legal arguments against redistricting, as well as any
descriptions of proposed maps.

Tom DeLay Power Grab/Washington-Style Politics Frame
Tom DeLay shows no respect for Texas voters.  He doesn’t want districts
Republicans can win – he wants districts they can’t lose.  Many Republicans
privately oppose this redistricting plan and Texas newspapers have editorialized
against it.  This is a power grab by Tom DeLay, pure and simple.

This frame deals with the end of bipartisanship in the House along with the push by
Tom DeLay to use federal agencies, such as FBI, FAA, and Homeland Security
Department, to track down the Killer Ds.

Code Definitions:
Dominant – The frame is mentioned more often than any other frame within that
news story.
Secondary – The frame is mentioned in the news story, but not to the exclusion of
other frames.
No Mention – The frame is not found in the news item.
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APPENDIX E

Code Sheet

V1.  Case ID # ______________

V2.  Story Date ______________

V3.  Byline 1.  In-state reporter
2. Out-of-state reporter

V4.  Frame 1 1.  Dominant
2. Secondary
3. Not mentioned

V5.  Frame 2 1.  Dominant
2. Secondary
3. Not mentioned

V6.  Frame 3 1. Dominant
2. Secondary
3.Not mentioned

V7.  Frame 4 1. Dominant
2. Secondary
3.Not mentioned

V8.  Source 1 – Jim Dunnam 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V9.  Source 2 – Pete Gallego 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V10.  Source 3 – Garnet Coleman 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted
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V11.  Source 4 – Craig Eiland 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V12.  Source 5 – Barry Telford 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V13.  Source 6 – Senfronia Thompson 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V14.  Source 7 – Steve Wolens 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V15.  Source 8 – Richard Raymond 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V16.  Source 9 – TX Congressional 1. Not quoted
Democrats 2. Quoted

V17. Source 10 – Rodney Ellis 1. Not quoted
2. Quoted

V18. News Organization ___________
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APPENDIX F

Put Texans First in the Texas House

Give Texas Back to Texas Voters

Give Texas Back to Texans

Let Texas Voters Choose, Not Washington Politicians

This IS Texas, Not Washington, D.C.

Texas Yes, Washington No

Texas Defenders

House Defenders

No Time for Schools?  No Time for Kids?  Not Time for the Elderly? – No Time
for Redistricting

Washington Senators (if it passes the House and we label the R
Senators)

“We’re ready to work for Texas, without DeLay.

We’re ready to cut insurance rates, without DeLay.

We’re ready to improve our public schools, without DeLay.

We’re ready to provide health care for our kids, without DeLay.

We’re ready to go to work for 24 hours, 48 hours straight – for the
people of Texas, not for Tom DeLay.”
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APPENDIX G
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APPENDIX H
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APPENDIX I

STATEMENT

Message To Tom DeLay:  DON’T MESS WITH TEXAS

Texas House Democrats have a message for Tom DeLay: Don’t Mess With Texas.

The redistricting plan now before the Texas House is the Mother of All Gerrymanders---
undemocratic, unjust and unfair. It’s a power grab by Tom DeLay, pure and simple.  Even the
Republican Attorney General ruled that the Texas Legislature wasn’t obligated to do this.  The
Republican Speaker and Lt. Governor weren’t enthusiastic about it.  Many Republicans privately
oppose it.  Texas newspapers editorialized against it.

This misbegotten plan is a monument to Tom DeLay’s ego and appetite for power.  He drew
the map.  He insists on passing it. Nobody benefits but him.  It’s a murder warrant for fair elections in
Texas, and Tom DeLay is the Lord High Executioner.

House Democrats refuse to let Tom DeLay mess with Texas.  We’re taking a stand for fair
play and Texas voters.  We refuse to participate in a travesty, and we refuse to be present for an
inherently unfair process.

We won’t be present today--or any day--that this outrageous gerrymandering scheme is
before the House.  We refuse to provide a quorum for Tom DeLay’s illegal power grab.

We refuse to be present:

• Because the House Redistricting Committee violated the Federal Voting Rights Act.

• Because the Committee Chair refused to hold hearings in South Texas on the grounds that
there are only two people on the committee that speak Spanish.

• Because the actual map to be considered by the House was intentionally hidden, then
suddenly introduced at the last minute and voted out at a late night meeting with no
opportunity for public comment.

• Because DeLay’s gerrymander splits cities and fractures traditional communities of interest--
-like the grotesque plan to atomize Austin into four separate districts, with tentacles that
stretch from the Capitol east to the Gulf Coast and southward hundreds of miles to the
Mexican border.

• Because the state of Texas has more important business than satisfying Tom DeLay’s will to
power:  like a $10 billion budget shortfall, a school finance crisis, a troubled economy,
insurance abuse and  a looming disaster in health care.

Finally, let us note that many Texans agree with us:
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DeLay’s raw partisan effort is a damaging distraction that should be abandoned.  The
decision to make these changes is much too significant to rush through the Legislature to satisfy
DeLay’s appetite for power.

-----San Antonio Express News, 05/07/03

The map finally kicked out of Crabb’s committee is a textbook example of everything wrong
with the redistricting process.  It was largely done in secret.

----Waco Tribune Herald, 05/07/03

The map is a travesty that shatters the community of interest that is the foundation of
congressional redistricting.  It’s a Machiavellian scheme that should be soundly defeated.

---Austin American-Statesman, 05/02/03

Until DeLay gets elected to an office in Austin, he needs to keep his mind on Washington
matters.
 ---San Angelo Standard –Times, 02/14/03
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APPENDIX J

Statement - 5-12-03   For Immediate Release

Why We Are Here - Working To Defend Texas

We did not choose our path, Tom Delay did.  We are ready to stand on the House
floor and work day and night to deal with real issues facing Texas families.  At a
time when we are told there is no time to deal with school finance, and when we
must still resolve issues like the state budget crisis and insurance reform, the fact that
an outrageous partisan power grab sits atop the House calendar is unconscionable.

Our House rules, including those regarding a quorum, were adopted precisely to
protect the people from what is before the House today - the tyranny of a majority.
By our actions today, we are fulfilling our responsibilities to our constituents and
upholding the oaths we took to serve the people of Texas.

The redistricting plan scheduled today before the Texas House of Representatives is
the ultimate in political greed — it is undemocratic, unjust and unprecedented.  It’s a
power grab by Tom DeLay, pure and simple.  The current congressional plan has
been ruled by our United States Supreme Court to be constitutional and in
compliance with the Voting Rights Act.  Elections have been held, and we should
respect the will of Texas voters.

Our Republican Attorney General ruled that this map can stand for the decade, and
that we are not mandated to do redraw congressional districts this session.  Many
Republicans privately oppose it.  Texas newspapers have editorialized against it.  We
do redistricting every ten years, not whenever those in power demand it.

This misbegotten plan is a monument to Tom DeLay’s ego, appetite for power and
disregard for our constitutional rights. He drew the map. He insists on passing it. No
one benefits more than Tom DeLay.  He believes he should choose who represents
Texas in Congress, not Texas voters.

House Democrats are taking a stand for fair play for all Texans.  We refuse to
participate in an inherently unfair process that slams the door of opportunity in the
face of Texas voters.
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We won’t be present today - or any day - that the House plans to consider this
outrageous partisan action.  We refuse to provide a quorum for Tom DeLay’s
attempt to grab power at the expense of the rights all Texans are guaranteed under
our Texas and United States Constitutions.

We refuse to be present:
• Because the Texas House has more important business than satisfying Tom

DeLay:  a $10 billion shortfall, a school finance crisis, a troubled economy,
insurance abuse (our Governor’s declared emergency, and still not passed)
and a looming disaster in health care for the children, the elderly and the
disabled.

• Because the House Redistricting Committee violated the Voting Rights Act,
and refused to respect the voice of all Texans.

• Because the actual map to be considered by the House was intentionally
hidden, then suddenly introduced at the last minute and voted out at a late
night meeting with no opportunity for public comment.

• Because DeLay’s gerrymander splits cities and fractures traditional
communities of interest—like the grotesque plan to crack Austin into four
separate districts, with tentacles that stretch from the Capitol to Houston on
the east and southward hundreds of to the miles to the Mexican border.

Texas today has more important business than bending to Tom DeLay:  like a $10
billion budget shortfall, a school finance, a troubled economy, insurance abuse and a
looming disaster in health care for children, the elderly and the disabled.  We are
ready to work to solve the problems caused by budget cuts in education and health
care, not on cutting up the State of Texas to satisfy Tom DeLay’s quest for power.

We do not stand alone.

“Texas should ignore DeLay’s redistricting plan.”
Dallas Morning News, 05/11/03

“At a time when Texas is grasping for pennies to immunize Texas children,
legislators don’t need to waste resources giving booster shots to political power
plays.”

Houston Chronicle, 02/02/03
“DeLay’s raw partisan effort….is a damaging distraction that should be
abandoned…The decision to make these changes is much too significant to rush
through the legislature to satisfy DeLay’s appetite for power.”

San Antonio Express News, 05/07/03
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“The map finally kicked out of Crabb’s committee…is a textbook example of
everything wrong with the redistricting process.  It was largely done in secret..”

Waco Tribune Herald
“The map is a travesty that shatters the community of interest that is the foundation
of congressional redistricting…It’s a Machiavellian scheme that should be soundly
defeated.

Austin American Statesman, 05/02/03
“Until DeLay gets elected to an office in Austin, he needs to keep his mind on
Washington matters.”

San Angelo Standard Times, 02/14/03
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APPENDIX K

May 13, 2003

The Honorable Tom Craddick
Speaker of the Texas House of Representatives

Mr. Speaker:

The ball is in your court.  Will you do the responsible thing and take Tom
DeLay’s partisan power grab off the House agenda so we can get back to work on
the important issues we must address for the people of Texas?  Or will Tom DeLay
insist that you keep his outrageous redistricting plan at the top of the House agenda?

We are disappointed to read disparaging remarks about something we take very
seriously – the fact that we were forced to take this action to protect the rights and
interests of those we were elected to represent in the Legislature.

We cannot stand idly and see the agenda of the Texas Legislature taken over and
directed by the partisan interests of National Republicans.  All of us take great pride
in the bipartisan tradition of the Texas House, and prefer that we remain independent
from the partisan rancor of national party politics to work together on behalf of the
people of Texas.  Unfortunately, this relentless redistricting agenda is dividing us by
party, dividing us by race, dividing us by ethnicity, and dividing us by region.  As
long as congressional redistricting remains a misplaced priority on the House
agenda, we cannot trust that the rights of our constituents will be respected and
protected.

Therefore, we request that you confirm that congressional redistricting will not
be considered by this House, and acknowledge that the current court-ordered plan
fully abides by our state and national laws and can stand for the decade.  We cannot
continue to allow congressional redistricting to distract and disrupt our Texas House
in a way that makes it even harder to reach consensus on the more important issues
facing Texas.  By rejecting the highly partisan Washington agenda, we can get back
to our real business.
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We are eager to walk onto the House floor and work day and night for the people
of Texas.  With one call to Tom DeLay, you can eliminate any need for a special
session by ending this effort to redraw our congressional districts.  We trust you will
acknowledge the need to reject national party politics and let us come back together,
not as Republicans and Democrats, but as Texans, to meet our responsibilities and
the enormous challenges facing our Great State.

Sincerely,

Jim Dunnam Joe Deshotel Pete Gallego
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APPENDIX L

Talking Points

• We applaud and support the courageous and principled action taken
by Texas House members to call attention to the misplaced priorities
that put Tom DeLay’s outrageous partisan power grab ahead of
critical issues pending before the Texas Legislature.

• Texas House members have exposed a Republican redistricting plan
that is the ultimate act of political greed – undemocratic, unjust and
unprecedented.  The current congressional plan is fair to both parties
and has been found constitutional by the United States Supreme Court
and in compliance with the Voting Rights Act.

• Texas House Democrats have taken a stand to protect the right of
Texas voters to elect their members of Congress and prevent Tom
DeLay was abusing the system with a bizarre act of gerrymandering
that map would let him take that choice away from the voters.

• Many Republicans privately oppose this redistricting plan and Texas
newspapers continue to editorialize against it today.  House
Democrats took a stand for fair play for all Texans by refusing to
provide a quorum for Tom DeLay’s power grab.
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APPENDIX M
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APPENDIX N

A MESSAGE ABOUT MESSAGE

-----Dean Rindy

The first principle of message is keep repeating the same message.   Over and over.
That’s what Bush and Rove do, and it works.

TODAY’S MESSAGE IS THE SAME AS YESTERDAY’S.  WE DON’T NEED
TO WRITE FANCY NEW SPEECHES.  YOU GUYS ARE DOING GREAT IN
EVERY INTERVIEW I’VE SEEN OR READ.

The best thing you can do is to simply repeat the words from the statement that was
handed out at the House yesterday.  Most TV viewers haven’t heard that statement
yet.

THIS IS YOUR FIRST CHANCE TO PUT YOUR BASIC MESSAGE
STATEMENT ON TV.  LOOK AT YESTERDAY’ STATEMENT---“WHY WE
ARE HERE, WORKING TO DEFEND TEXAS”---AND USE THOSE WORDS
AND PHRASES OVER AND OVER.

KEEP THE MESSAGE THE SAME:  TOM DELAY IS THE PROBLEM; HE
CAUSED THIS; EVEN MANY REPUBLICAN MEMBERS PRIVATELY AGREE
WITH YOU.  THE BALL IS IN THE SPEAKER’S COURT.  HE AND DELAY
CHOSE TO PUT THIS POWERGRAB AHEAD OF TEXAS CHILDREN,
SCHOOLS, HEALTH AND INSURANCE.  THE MINUTE HE TAKES IT OFF
THE FLOOR, THEN WE CAN ALL GET BACK TO WORK ON REAL
PROBLEMS.

Let me emphasize one thing:    You are winning.  The media are on your side.   You
are heros to Democrats.   People respect your strength.   This is the best PR Texas
Democrats have gotten in 10 years, and you are the heros.   You are looking great in
your interviews.

Here are some tips about getting your soundbite on TV news:
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---Be strong.   The media likes strength.

--Be brief.  They love short soundbites.

--Don’t be afraid of colorful language---its more quotable.

I know that many of you don’t want to be contentious or call names.  That’s fine.
You don’t have to do that.  But colorful, strong language is more likely to get you on
TV and in press stories.

Here are a few phrases which folks didn’t want to put in the official statement, but
which will play very well in interviews and on camera talks with the media.  I
guarantee that if you use phrases like this, you will be quoted.  Once again, this is
simply an option for the consideration of individuals.

“We have a message for Tom DeLay:   Don’t Mess With Texas!”

 “It’s the mother of all gerrymanders.”

“Even many Republicans privately agree with us.  Even many Republican member
think this bill is outrageous.

IMPORTANT TALKING POINT:     IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT WE SAY
OVER AND OVER THAT EVEN MANY REPUBLICAN REPRESENTATIVES
ARE SAYING PRIVATELY THAT THEY AGREE WITH US.  …..TOM DELAY
IS FORCING THIS ON THE WHOLE HOUSE.

Once again, you are winning the battle for hearts and minds.  This is the most
exciting political story in years.

Don’t forget.   Today is the first chance to say on camera and on the tv screen the
basic message that was handed out yesterday.   We need to repeat that message over
and over.

P.S…..The highlight of yesterday was when Craddick locked all the Republicans up
in the Chamber and forbade anybody to leave without a written note from him.
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